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Abstract 

 

Plant virus-induced diseases annually cause significant yield and quality losses on crop plants. This is 

accompanied by severe economic damages and even endangers food security in affected regions. As 

plant viruses and their vectors are spread worldwide due to global trade of horticultural and agricultural 

products, reliable detection methods are enormously important for limitation of spreading. Various 

detection procedures have been developed for plant viruses. However, only one procedure has 

established itself for routine testing, the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). As it does not 

allow the simultaneous detection of several pathogens in one test, a detection method was established 

on the basis of the Luminex xTAG technology in this work, that theoretically allows the detection and 

distinction of up to 500 different nucleic acids in one sample. On the one hand this approach enables a 

general detection of Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) or of viruses of the genus Tospovirus and on the 

other hand it allows the differentiation of the subgroups of CMV and of the Tospovirus species Tomato 

spotted wilt virus (TSWV), Impatiens necrotic spot virus (INSV), Capsicum chlorosis virus (CaCV) and 

Watermelon silver mottle virus (WSMoV), respectively. All examined CMV isolates were constantly 

detected and could be differentiated more reliably than by a subgroup specific ELISA. Most of the tested 

Tospovirus species were also verified and could be distinguished. This assay can be combined with other 

tests based on this technology and provides the possibility for a flexible test procedure encompassing 

the most important pathogens of certain crops. An alternative method for Tospovirus detection using a 

normal RT-PCR and for the distinction of various tospoviruses by restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (RFLP) analysis was additionally developed. 

Plant viruses have to be characterized in detail to curtail their spread and damages on crop plants. Major 

criteria are transmission pathways, virulence, symptomatology and their determinants as well as the 

significance of reassortment and recombination for the creation of virulent virus strains. The coat protein 

genes of 29 CMV isolates were cloned, sequenced and compared by phylogenetic analyses. Infectious 

full-length clones were created of four CMV isolates comprising all three subgroups of CMV and 

causing differently severe symptoms on Nicotiana benthamiana. Viruses produced from full-length 

clones corresponded with the original isolates regarding their symptomatology, what qualifies them for 

further characterizations of CMV. Three of the four CMV isolates and their full-length clones infected 

Cucumis sativus plants inducing similar mosaic symptoms. The nucleotide sequences of the three 

genomic RNAs of all four isolates were determined. The full-length clones and pseudorecombinants of 

the four isolates were further investigated. Thereby the determinant for the severe symptoms on N. 

benthamiana, leaf deformations with shoestring leaves, was located on RNA1 for isolate PV-0474. For 

the other two isolates causing severe symptoms, PV-0506 und PV-0036, it was shown that the 

determinant is not confined to a single of the three RNAs.  

Keywords: Luminex xTAG technology, Cucumber mosaic virus, tospoviruses 
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Durch Pflanzenviren verursachte Krankheiten führen jährlich zu großen Ertragseinbußen und starken 

Qualitätsminderungen bei Nutzpflanzen. Dies geht mit schweren ökonomischen Schäden und einer 

Gefährdung der Ernährungssicherheit in betroffenen Gebieten einher. Da sich Pflanzenviren und ihre 

Überträger durch den globalen Handel mit gartenbaulichen und landwirtschaftlichen Produkten weltweit 

verbreiten, sind zuverlässige Nachweisverfahren von enormer Bedeutung, um eine Ausbreitung 

einzuschränken. Es wurden bereits verschiedene Detektionsmethoden für Pflanzenviren entwickelt, 

allerdings konnte sich in der Praxis bislang nur ein Verfahren, der Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay 

(ELISA), für Routineuntersuchungen durchsetzen. Da dieser jedoch nicht den gleichzeitigen Nachweis 

verschiedener Krankheitserreger ermöglicht, wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit ein Nachweisverfahren 

auf Basis der Luminex xTAG Technologie etabliert, mit welcher sich theoretisch bis zu 500 

verschiedene Nukleinsäuren gleichzeitig in einem Test detektieren und unterscheiden lassen. Das hier 

entwickelte Verfahren ermöglicht zum einen den generellen Nachweis von Cucumber mosaic virus 

(CMV) oder von Viren des Genus Tospovirus, zum anderen erlaubt es die Unterscheidung der 

Untergruppen von CMV bzw. die Differenzierung der Tospovirus-Arten Tomato spotted wilt virus 

(TSWV), Impatiens necrotic spot virus (INSV), Capsicum chlorosis virus (CaCV) und Watermelon 

silver mottle virus (WSMoV). Es wurden alle untersuchten CMV-Isolate sicher nachgewiesen und 

konnten zuverlässiger als durch einen untergruppenspezifischen ELISA differenziert werden. Die 

meisten getesteten Tospovirus-Arten wurden ebenfalls detektiert und konnten eindeutig unterschieden 

werden. Dieser Assay ist mit weiteren auf dieser Technologie basierenden Tests kombinierbar und bietet 

so die Möglichkeit für ein flexibles Testverfahren, das die wichtigsten Krankheitserreger von 

bestimmten Kulturen umfasst. Ein Alternativverfahren zum Tospovirus-Nachweis mittels normaler RT-

PCR und zur Unterscheidung verschiedener Tospoviren durch Restriktionsfragmentlängenpoly-

morphismus (RFLP)-Analyse wurde zusätzlich entwickelt.  

Um die Ausbreitung von Pflanzenviren und durch sie hervorgerufene Schäden an Kulturpflanzen 

einzuschränken, müssen sie detailliert charakterisiert werden. Wichtige Kriterien sind dabei 

Übertragungswege, Virulenz, Symptomatologie und ihre Determinanten sowie die Bedeutung von 

Reassortment und Rekombination für die Erzeugung virulenter Virusstämme. Von 29 CMV-Isolaten 

wurden die Hüllprotein-Gene kloniert, sequenziert und mittels phylogenetischen Analysen verglichen. 

Von vier CMV-Isolaten, die zu allen drei Untergruppen von CMV gehören und unterschiedlich starke 

Symptome auf Nicotiana benthamiana auslösen, wurden infektiöse Volllängenklone erstellt. 

Hinsichtlich ihrer Symptomatologie stimmten die hieraus erhaltenen Viren mit den Ausgangsisolaten 

überein, so dass sich die Volllängenklone für weitere Charakterisierungen des CMV eignen. Drei der 

vier CMV-Isolate und ihre Volllängenklone infizierten Cucumis sativus Pflanzen und verursachten 

ähnliche Mosaiksymptome. Die Nukleotidsequenzen der drei genomischen RNAs wurden von allen vier 

Volllängenklonen ermittelt. Die Volllängenklone und Pseudorekombinanten der vier Isolate wurden 

näher untersucht. Hierbei konnte für das Isolat PV-0474 die Determinante für die schweren Symptome 

auf N. benthamiana, Blattdeformationen mit shoestring leaves, auf RNA1 lokalisiert werden. Bei den 

beiden anderen Isolaten mit schweren Symptomen, PV-0506 und PV-0036, konnte gezeigt werden, dass 

die Determinante nicht auf eine einzelne der drei RNAs beschränkt ist.  

Schlagworte: Luminex xTAG Technologie, Cucumber mosaic virus, Tospoviren 
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1  General Introduction 
 

1.1   Plant viruses 

Plant viruses are obligate intracellular parasites and depend on the molecular machinery of the host for 

their replication. They are found in wild plants as well as in crops and can have very broad host ranges 

of up to several hundred plant species or can be restricted to a single host species. On crop plants they 

cause serious damage leading to potentially significant yield losses (Edwards et al., 2001). This has of 

course a direct economic impact on the producers and can additionally affect food security in struck 

geographic regions (Legg, 1999). In this work the focus lies on the important group of tospoviruses 

which affect many plant species and are increasingly distributed as well as on the relevant Cucumber 

mosaic virus which is already spread worldwide and also infects a variety of plant species.  

1.1.1 Cucumber mosaic virus 

Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) belongs to the genus Cucumovirus in the family Bromoviridae (Bujarski 

et al., 2012). More than 1,000 plant species from 85 families including many crops like cucumber, 

tomato, pepper and melon are affected by this virus all over the world. This is one of the widest host 

ranges of plant viruses (Jacquemond, 2012; Roossinck, 2001). Severe symptoms can be caused leading 

to loss of quality and yield. These facts have put CMV on the top ten list of economically important 

plant viruses (Rybicki, 2015; Scholthof et al., 2011). The virus is transmitted by more than 80 species 

of aphids in a nonpersistent manner (Gallitelli, 2000). Transmission also occurs mechanically, via the 

plant parasitic dodder (Cuscuta spp.) (Schmelzer, 1957) and with varying success through seeds 

(Palukaitis et al., 1992; Yang et al., 1997). The genome consists of three essential plus-sense single-

stranded RNAs, denominated RNA1, RNA2 and RNA3. RNA1 is composed of about 3,400 nucleotides, 

RNA2 of approximately 3,000 nucleotides and RNA3 of roughly 2,200 nucleotides (Gould and Symons, 

1982; Rezaian et al., 1984; Rezaian et al., 1985). All three RNAs have a 5’ cap while the 3’ ends exhibit 

a tRNA-like structure (Ahlquist et al., 1981; Symons, 1975). Additionally, two major subgenomic RNAs 

(RNA4 and RNA4A) are produced (Ding et al., 1994; Schwinghamer and Symons, 1977). The five open 

reading frames (ORFs) encoding the five viral proteins are distributed over the three genomic and two 

subgenomic RNAs. The 110 kDa 1a protein with a putative methyltransferase and helicase domain is 

translated from the monocistronic RNA1 (Habili and Symons, 1989; Rozanov et al., 1992). RNA2 

encodes the 98 kDa 2a protein, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), and the 15 kDa 

2b protein on the subgenomic RNA4A, which is a suppressor of gene silencing and plays a role in virus 

transport (Guo and Ding, 2002; Hayes and Buck, 1990). RNA3 holds the genetic information for the 

30 kDa 3a protein, which is the movement protein (MP), and for the 25 kDa 3b protein, which is the 

coat protein (CP) translated from the subgenomic RNA4 (Ding et al., 1995; van Regenmortel et al., 

1972). Both the MP and the CP are necessary for virus movement (Suzuki et al., 1991), while the CP 

alone is sufficient for aphid transmission (Chen and Francki, 1990). The three genomic RNAs are 

compartmentalized in three icosahedral particles (Peden and Symons, 1973) with a diameter of 30 nm 

consisting of 180 copies of the CP (Finch et al., 1967). Sometimes particles also contain subgenomic 

RNA additional to genomic RNA (Lot and Kaper, 1976; Peden and Symons, 1973). Based on serology, 

nucleic acid hybridization and peptide mapping of the CP, CMV can be differentiated into the two 

subgroups I and II (Devergne and Cardin, 1975; Edwards and Gonsalves, 1983; Owen and Palukaitis, 

1988;  Palukaitis  et al.,  1992).  Further  subdivision  of  subgroup  I  into  subgroups  IA and IB can be 
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achieved on the basis of nucleic acid sequences (Roossinck et al., 1999). The two subgroups I and II 

cause symptoms of varying severity and differ in virulence. In general subgroup I strains and isolates 

induce stronger symptoms and are more virulent (Carrère et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2002). In this regard 

there are no differences between subgroups IA and IB, but they have different geographic distributions 

with subgroup IB isolates being mainly found in Asia (Roossinck, 2002; Lin et al., 2003). Reassortments 

and recombinations of RNAs occur between the different subgroups and also between Cucumovirus 

species (Nouri et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2007; Bonnet et al., 2005; Roossinck, 2002; Carrère et al., 1999; 

White et al., 1995). Symptomatology varies depending on environmental conditions, host species and 

genotype, virus subgroup, strain and isolate and can range from no symptoms at all to complete systemic 

necrosis even leading to plant death (Palukaitis et al., 1992; Jacquemond, 2012). Further symptoms 

include systemic mosaic symptoms, leaf deformation, stunted growth and chlorosis. Some CMV strains 

can contain satellite RNAs that either aggravate or ameliorate the symptoms caused by their helper CMV 

strain alone (Kaper and Tousignant, 1984; Sleat et al., 1994; Piazzolla et al., 1998).  

1.1.2 Tospoviruses 

The genus Tospovirus contains all the plant viruses of the family Bunyaviridae. Its name is derived from 

the type species Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV). The genus comprises the 11 approved and 20 

tentative species listed in Table 1.1 (Hassani-Mehraban et al., 2016; International Committee on 

Taxonomy of Viruses, 2015; Plyusnin et al., 2012). 

Table 1.1 The approved and tentative species belonging to the genus Tospovirus. 
Approved species Tentative species 
Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) Alstroemeria necrotic streak virus (ANSV) 
Groundnut bud necrosis virus (GBNV) Alstroemeria yellow spot virus (AYSV) 
Groundnut ringspot virus (GRSV) Bean necrotic mosaic virus (BNMV or BeNMV) 
Groundnut yellow spot virus (GYSV) Capsicum chlorosis virus (CaCV) 
Impatiens necrotic spot virus (INSV) Calla lily chlorotic spot virus (CCSV) 
Iris yellow spot virus (IYSV) Chrysanthemum stem necrosis virus (CSNV) 
Polygonum ringspot virus (PolRSV) Groundnut chlorotic fan-spot virus (GCFSV) also 

known as Peanut chlorotic fan-spot virus (PCFV) Tomato chlorotic spot virus (TCSV) 
Watermelon bud necrosis virus (WBNV) Hippeastrum chlorotic ringspot virus (HCRV) 
Watermelon silver mottle virus (WSMoV) Lisianthus necrotic ringspot virus (LNRV) 
Zucchini lethal chlorosis virus (ZLCV) Melon severe mosaic virus (MSMV) 
 Melon yellow spot virus (MYSV) also known as 

Physalis severe mottle virus (PhySMV) 
 Mulberry vein banding-associated virus (MVBaV) 
 Pepper chlorotic spot virus (PCSV) 
 Pepper necrotic spot virus (PNSV) 
 Soybean vein necrosis-associated virus (SVNaV) also 

known as Soybean vein necrosis virus (SVNV) 
 Tomato necrosis virus (TNeV) 
 Tomato necrotic ringspot virus (TNRV) 
 Tomato necrotic spot virus (TNSV) 
 Tomato yellow ring virus (TYRV) 
 Tomato zonate spot virus (TZSV) 

All approved and tentative tospoviruses have a common spherical structure with a diameter of 80-

120 nm enveloped by a host-derived membrane. The two viral glycoproteins Gn and Gc are embedded 

into this membrane and are responsible for virus transmission. Particles contain a tripartite single-

stranded RNA genome with negative- or ambisense polarity. The three RNAs differ in size and are thus 
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called large (L), medium (M) and small (S) segment. All three segments are incorporated in one particle 

but are independently packaged by many copies of the nucleoprotein (N protein) and a few copies of the 

viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) (Kormelink et al., 2011; Turina et al., 2012). The L 

segment is a negative-sense RNA, which encodes only the RdRp (Adkins et al., 1995). The M segment 

has ambisense polarity and encodes the precursor polyprotein for the glycoproteins Gn and Gc 

(Kormelink et al., 1992a) and the NSm protein, which is the movement protein (Lewandowski and 

Adkins, 2005). The S segment is also ambisense and encodes the NSs protein, a suppressor of gene 

silencing (Takeda et al., 2002), and the N protein. The four proteins of the M and S segments are 

expressed through subgenomic RNAs via cap snatching (Kormelink et al., 1992b). Tospoviruses are 

transmitted by thrips (insect order: Thysanoptera) in a persistent and propagative manner, which means 

that viruses replicate in the insect, circulate through the body and persist over the various developmental 

stages. In total fifteen thrips species are vectors of tospoviruses and are essential for their epidemiology 

(Pappu et al., 2009; Rotenberg et al., 2015). Only thrips that acquire the virus as larvae are able to 

transmit it and the first instar larvae are most efficient in acquiring the virus, while adults are the primary 

transmitters (Rotenberg et al., 2015). Transmission also occurs mechanically. Seed transmission was 

generally described not to occur for tospoviruses, but was detected at a low rate for Soybean vein 

necrosis virus (SVNV) (Groves et al., 2016). General symptoms caused by tospoviruses include 

ringspots, stunting, chlorosis and necrosis, which vary according to virus and host species (Pappu et al., 

2009). These are the common characteristics of all tospoviruses. Concerning their host range and 

distribution the individual Tospovirus species differ significantly from each other. However, host ranges 

and geographical distributions have increased in recent years for the established Tospovirus species. 

Additionally, new species belonging to this genus have been described.  

TSWV was the first described Tospovirus reported from Australia around 1920 (Samuel et al., 1930). 

Since then it has spread worldwide. The host range is similar to CMV with 1,090 plant species in 85 

families containing many economically important crop plants like tomato, potato, groundnut, gerbera 

and begonia as well as numerous weed species (Parrella et al., 2003). It is transmitted by the nine thrips 

species Frankliniella occidentalis, F. fusca, F. schultzei, F. intonsa, F. bispinosa, F. cephalica, F. 

gemina, Thrips setosus and T. tabaci (Rotenberg et al., 2015). F. occidentalis has a worldwide 

distribution (Kirk and Terry, 2003), while Thrips setosus is restricted to Japan (Murai, 2001). Because 

of the global distribution of TSWV and its vectors, its wide host range and the provoked damages to 

crops, this virus is considered as one of the most important plant viruses (Rybicki, 2015; Scholthof et 

al., 2011). Impatiens necrotic spot virus (INSV) was first isolated from Impatiens sp. (Law and Moyer, 

1990). It affects ornamentals like New Guinea impatiens, vegetables like sweet pepper, cucumber and 

lettuce and weeds like chickweed (Stellaria media) (Turina et al., 2012). This virus is distributed 

worldwide (Pappu et al., 2009) and transmitted by the three thrips species F. occidentalis, F. fusca and 

F. intonsa (Rotenberg et al., 2015). Watermelon silver mottle virus (WSMoV) was first found infecting 

watermelon in Taiwan (Yeh et al., 1992) and is still restricted geographically to Asia (Pappu et al., 

2009). The host range is limited to members of the family Cucurbitaceae, which includes the crops 

cucumber, melon and watermelon. It is transmitted only by Thrips palmi (Rotenberg et al., 2015). Iris 

yellow spot virus (IYSV) was first reported on onion from Brazil and has since been found around the 

world on vegetable and ornamental bulb crops (Bag et al., 2015; Pappu et al., 2009). It is transmitted by 

F. fusca and T. tabaci (Rotenberg et al., 2015). Groundnut ringspot virus (GRSV) was first isolated 

from groundnut in South Africa (Avila et al., 1993). It has been found to affect groundnut, soybean, 
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tomato and sweet pepper production in Africa and South America (Pappu et al., 2009). Recently, it has 

been detected for the first time in North America on tomato, sweet pepper and weeds (Webster et al., 

2015). The thrips species F. occidentalis, F. schultzei and F. gemina are vectors of this virus (Rotenberg 

et al., 2015). Tomato chlorotic spot virus (TCSV) was first found on tomato in Brazil (Avila et al., 1993) 

and was limited to South America for a long time (Pappu et al., 2009). Only recently, it has been detected 

for the first time on tomato, sweet pepper and weeds in North America, where it is limited to Florida so 

far (Webster et al., 2015). This virus is transmitted by F. occidentalis, F. schultzei and F. intonsa 

(Rotenberg et al., 2015). Capsicum chlorosis virus (CaCV) was first reported on sweet pepper, chili and 

tomato from Australia (McMicheal et al., 2002) and is restricted to Asia and Australasia until now 

(Pappu et al., 2009). In addition to solanaceous crops it also infects peanut (Chen et al., 2007). The three 

thrips species Ceratothripoides claratris, T. palmi and F. schultzei are transmitters of this virus 

(Rotenberg et al., 2015). Alstroemeria necrotic streak virus (ANSV) was first isolated from Alstroemeria 

sp. in Colombia (Hassani-Mehraban et al., 2010). So far it has not been reported from other countries. 

F. occidentalis can transmit this virus (Rotenberg et al., 2015). 

 

1.2   Detection methods 

Plant viruses and their vector species are further distributed worldwide with increasing global trade of 

agricultural and horticultural products and affect the same plant species in new geographic areas and 

sometimes also new plant species. This illustrates the importance of reliable detection methods for plant 

viruses. Plant health services need to ensure that plant material for import and export is virus free or at 

least free of critical viruses to prevent global spread (quarantine). The European and Mediterranean 

Plant Protection Organization (EPPO) was founded amongst other reasons to develop strategies and to 

coordinate efforts of national plant health services against the introduction and spread of dangerous pests 

and pathogens in the European and Mediterranean region. It publishes the updated A1 and A2 lists of 

pests and pathogens recommended for regulation as quarantine pests every year. Pests and pathogens 

on A1 are not present in the EPPO region while those on A2 are already found in some member states. 

A1 currently lists 24 plant viruses with the two tospoviruses WSMoV and Chrysanthemum stem necrosis 

virus (CSNV) and A2 specifies 22 viruses with the two tospoviruses INSV and TSWV (EPPO, 2015). 

Plant health services are also assigned to certify seeds, tubers, young plants, rootstocks and scions for 

regional cultivation, which should be free of critical viruses to prevent spread into the environment. 

Additionally, their duty is to identify already occurring viral diseases in the field to contain them. 

Breeding companies need detection methods to assess the virus resistances of new cultivars. For these 

purposes the methods need to be reproducible, robust, easy to handle, cost effective and scalable to large 

sample numbers. Finally, new unknown viruses need to be characterized by suitable methods.  

1.2.1  Traditional methods 

Traditionally, the description and recognition of virus symptoms on various hosts especially on indicator 

plants was applied for virus identification (Boonham et al., 2014). This required specialists with years 

of experience and was still inaccurate, because the symptoms caused by a virus on a certain host plant 

can vary significantly with environmental conditions and the virus strain or even isolate. In the 1930s 

the transmission electron microscopy was invented and later applied in plant virology. With this 

technology, virus particles can be visualized, which allows to narrow down a virus sample to a certain 

virus group (most likely the family) but not to the exact virus species. Additionally, this method requires 
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expensive equipment as well as experienced personnel in handling of the microscope and in virus 

purification. This limited the adoption of this technique to some specialized laboratories.  

1.2.2  Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 

The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) fulfills the requirements of robustness, 

reproducibility, cost effectiveness, scalability and simplicity and has developed into the standard method 

for routine virus testing since its development (Voller et al., 1974) and first applications on plant viruses 

(Voller et al., 1976; Clark and Adams, 1977). Different assay formats have been developed from this 

like direct, indirect, plate trapped, double antibody sandwich (DAS) and triple antibody sandwich (TAS) 

ELISA. Nevertheless, the basic principle is the same for all formats. Virus material is directly bound to 

a plate or captured by a first antibody coating the plate. Then another antibody specifically interacts with 

the bound virus material. This can be either directly enzyme-linked or another secondary enzyme-linked 

antibody is used, which recognizes the primary antibody. Different enzymes can be tied to the 

antibodies, the most frequently used are the horseradish peroxidase (HRP) or the alkaline phosphatase 

(AP) which catabolize a substrate leading to a color change or chemiluminescence which can be 

evaluated visually or by spectrophotometry (Torrance and Jones, 1981). Polyclonal and monoclonal 

antibodies differing in sensitivity and specificity can both be used for virus detection. Monoclonal 

antibodies are generally more sensitive and specific and can be produced in greater quantities by 

immortal hybrid cell lines called hybridomas (Köhler and Milstein, 1975; Dietzgen and Sander, 1982). 

Different protocols for the varying assay formats, types of antibodies and coupled enzymes have been 

established and can be adapted for new viruses. All these protocols are easy to implement and use. 

Results are obtained relatively quickly, are comparable and easy to interpret. So the ELISA has 

developed into the most widely used method for plant virus detection.  

Nevertheless, this method also has its disadvantages. High-quality antisera are required which again 

needs expertise in the purification of either virions or viral proteins. This is a long and costly 

development process and the relatively small market for antibodies against plant viruses might not repay 

the costs. Antisera sometimes lack the specificity to distinguish virus strains that differ in their 

symptomatology. Some virus strains induce more severe symptoms and it would be desirable to 

distinguish them from less severe strains like the tuber necrosis strain of Potato virus Y (PVYNTN) which 

is indistinguishable by ELISA from PVYN causing no or only mild symptoms on potatoes (van der 

Heuvel et al., 1994). A laboratory with some basic equipment is necessary to perform ELISAs, so on-

field testing is not possible with this method. Additionally, it cannot be executed in a multiplex format 

detecting several pathogens simultaneously in the same test. This is a big disadvantage when certain 

crop samples need to be tested for a group of pathogens like seed potatoes that are screened for different 

viroids, viruses, bacteria and fungi. A test has to be conducted for every pathogen, which is time-, labor- 

and cost-intensive.  

1.2.3  Lateral flow tests 

A solution for on-field detection of plant pathogens are lateral flow tests (LFT), also called lateral flow 

devices (LFD), assays (LFA), strips (LFS) or biosensors (LFB). They are mainly immuno-

chromatographic assays. Most home pregnancy tests use this technique for the detection of the urinary 

human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), a hormone produced by the embryo after implantation. The first 

test was developed for detection of hCG in blood (Hussa and Hudson, 1984) and tests were 

commercialized in 1988. All these devices have the same structure and work according to the same 
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principle, no matter what the analyte is. They have a strip form and consist of four sections made from 

different materials: a sample pad consisting of cellulose, a conjugate pad of glass fiber containing a 1st 

labelled antibody against the analyte, a detection pad of nitrocellulose with a test line with a fixed 2nd 

analyte specific antibody as well as a control line with a fixed 3rd antibody against the 1st antibody and 

an absorption pad of cellulose. A sample is added to the sample pad, it will flow into the direction of the 

absorption pad due to capillary forces, it will pass the conjugate pad, where the analyte interacts with 

the 1st antibody. The sample solution will move on and take the analyte with bound antibodies and also 

unbound antibodies with it. It will reach the detection pad where the analyte with bound 1st antibody 

reacts with the 2nd antibody. This enriches the labelled 1st antibody in a visible line. Unbound 1st antibody 

will be captured by the 3rd antibody in the control line. If the sample contains the analyte, two lines will 

appear. While only the control line will be visible if the test worked but no analyte was present in the 

sample (Quesada-Gonzalez and Merkoci, 2015). Tests based on this principal have soon been used for 

the detection of plant viruses. Tsuda et al. (1992) applied them for CMV and Tobacco mosaic virus 

(TMV). Tests for Plum pox virus (PPV) and Potato virus X (PVX) have later been developed amongst 

others (Byzova et al., 2010; Drygin et al., 2012). The latest application has been for Soybean mosaic 

virus (SMV) (Zhu et al., 2016). Adaptations of this procedure have been developed to increase 

sensitivity and to improve evaluation of results. Different nanoparticles can be coupled to the antibodies, 

some of which allow an electrochemical or magnetic analysis of results. Oligonucleotide or peptide 

aptamers can also be used instead of antibodies. Smartphones can be used for evaluation. Song et al. 

(2014) developed a limited multiplex format for the detection of three mycotoxins. Quesada-Gonzalez 

and Merkoci (2015) give an interesting overview over these recent developments.  

1.2.4  Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) methods 

Advantages of nucleic acid-based methods are their multiplexing potential and their adaptable 

specificity compared to ELISA. The most well-known method is the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

amplifying certain DNA fragments with the help of more or less specific oligonucleotide primers (Saiki 

et al., 1988). For RNA viruses a reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is conducted 

transcribing RNA into cDNA before its amplification (Vunsh et al., 1990). Of course, RNA or DNA 

extraction depending on the virus type have to precede the PCR or RT-PCR. The specificity of the 

reaction depends on the primers. Generic primers can be designed that allow the detection of a group of 

viruses (e. g. a genus) or very specific primers can be developed for the detection of only a certain virus 

species or even strain. Continuing the example mentioned above PVYNTN could be distinguished from 

PVYN with this method (Weidemann and Maiss, 1996). Multiplexing is possible by combining sets of 

primers. In this case it has to be ensured that their annealing temperatures are in the same range, that 

there are no cross reactions between the different primer sets and that product sizes are distinguishable 

or that labelled primers are used if fragments are of similar size. These points and the limited number of 

primer labels restrict the multiplexing capability to a few targets. Concerning simplicity of 

implementation and handling as well as costs PCR is comparable to ELISA. A lot of procedures have 

been described for the detection and distinction of different plant viruses, but only a few are routinely 

used in diagnostic laboratories (Boonham et al., 2014). This rare adoption for routine testing in 

comparison to ELISA is due to problems with sensitivity, scalability and contaminations that restrain 

the reproducibility and robustness of the method. Sensitivity can be a problem, because only minor 

mutations in viruses affecting the primer binding site might inhibit their detection. Scalability to large 

sample numbers is hindered by gel electrophoresis which is a time consuming process and additionally 
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a potential source for sample mix-ups. Handling of PCR products for gel electrophoresis can 

contaminate the laboratory equipment with small amounts of DNA, which can lead to false positive 

results in new samples (Boonham et al., 2014).  

Quantitative or real-time PCR (qPCR) and reverse transcription qPCR (RT-qPCR) solve the problem of 

scalability and contamination, because the reaction products are sealed and measured in the tubes or 

microplates and no gel electrophoresis has to take place. Therefore, fluorescent probes or dyes labelling 

the amplification products and thermal cyclers with the capacity to illuminate each sample and to detect 

the resulting fluorescence are used. This method was initially developed to determine gene expression 

by measuring the fluorescence intensity over the amplification period (real-time). A fluorescence 

threshold is set in the exponential amplification phase. The cycle in which the threshold is exceeded is 

called the threshold cycle (Ct). The Ct of the sample is compared with the Ct of either a housekeeping 

gene for relative quantification or a DNA standard for absolute quantification of the target nucleic acid 

concentration (Heid et al., 1996; Lie and Petropoulos, 1998). The fluorescent signal can also be 

determined at the end of the amplification (end point) if no quantification is necessary. Because of the 

mentioned advantages over conventional PCR, the method has been quickly adopted for diagnostics of 

plant viruses (Mumford et al., 2000). Various assay formats have been developed. The signal is 

generated either by fluorescent probes like TaqMan or by fluorescent dyes like SYBR green. TaqMan 

based assays were early approaches, have been well characterized and are thus adopted most frequently 

(Boonham et al., 2014). They can also be applied for viroid detection for which antibody based methods 

do not work (Boonham et al., 2004). Multiplexing is possible as several fluorophores and quenchers are 

available. This potential has been demonstrated by the simultaneous detection of Citrus tristeza virus 

(CTV), Citrus psorosis virus (CPsV) and Citrus leaf blotch virus (CLBV) (Osman et al., 2015). The 

(RT-)qPCR is a good alternative to ELISA with the same positive characteristics like robustness, 

reproducibility, simplicity and scalability furthermore adding multiplexing potential and increased 

specificity. This is the reason why an increasing number of routine diagnostic laboratories apply this 

technology. In terms of costs it requires more expensive equipment and chemicals.  

1.2.5  DNA microarray 

Nucleic acid spot hybridization (NASH) also known as DNA microarray, DNA chip or biochip was 

developed to investigate messenger RNA (mRNA) accumulation (Schena et al., 1995). Up to several 

thousand different microscopic spots each consisting of many copies of identical oligonucleotide probes 

are synthesized or printed on a solid surface made of glass, plastic or silicon (Dufva, 2005). Then 

fluorescently labelled DNA (transcribed from RNA or amplified from DNA) is added and can hybridize 

to complementary probes. The samples can be identified from fluorescence signals and their positions. 

Various formats of this technique have been developed for different purposes including plant virus 

diagnostics. Although the technique offers high multiplexing potential, specificity and simplicity in its 

use, it has not been adopted by routine testing laboratories, because it lacks sensitivity, speed and the 

potential for high throughput testing (Boonham et al., 2007). It requires a laboratory with expensive 

equipment.  

1.2.6  Isothermal amplification methods 

Isothermal amplification methods share with PCR the use of DNA polymerases to elongate primers with 

the difference that no repeated cycling of denaturation, annealing and elongation takes place. The 

primers bind to the target and are elongated at a constant temperature. For such a reaction simple and 
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low power instruments are sufficient compared to thermal cyclers necessary for PCR. This has raised 

interest in isothermal amplification for field applications and for laboratories with poor resources. 

Separation of DNA double strands is achieved by non-thermal means through helicases in the helicase 

dependent amplification (HDA) (Vincent et al., 2004) and through recombinase-primer complexes and 

then DNA polymerases in the recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) (Piepenburg et al., 2006). 

The nucleic acid sequence based amplification (NASBA) (Compton, 1991) requires a single 

denaturation step for double-stranded nucleic acids (dsDNA and dsRNA) to allow primer annealing for 

the first reaction. These primers contain a T7 RNA polymerase promoter. After that the mixture of RNA 

polymerase, reverse transcriptase and RNase works at a constant temperature, producing RNA 

intermediates, which are hydrolysed after being transcribed into DNA. Leone et al. (1997) used this 

method for detection of Potato leaf roll virus (PLRV). NASBA is not truly isothermal but requires a 

twostep thermal-profile. For HDA such a profile is not necessary, but is recommended for increased 

sensitivity. Both methods have relatively long reaction times of about 90 min (Boonham et al., 2014). 

RPA requires agitation after some minutes for optimal amplification and has a problem with non-specific 

reaction products, because of its low reaction temperature (Boonham et al., 2014). Rolling circle 

amplification (RCA) uses the strand displacement activity of the Phi29 DNA polymerase to produce 

multiple connected single-stranded linear copies of the original DNA. It is restricted to circular DNA 

viruses. The reaction can be combined with a restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis 

to obtain smaller and specific DNA fragments. Haible et al. (2006) showed that this approach worked 

well for geminiviruses with a single-stranded circular DNA genome. Loop-mediated isothermal 

amplification (LAMP) is performed at a constant temperature of 60-65 °C after an initial denaturation. 

Four to six primers are used for this reaction. Two internal primers are designed to form loops of single-

stranded DNA in the reaction products, which are targets for further primer annealing. Another set of 

external primers is required for the displacement of the internal primer products from the original target 

DNA utilizing a DNA polymerase with a high strand displacement activity (Notomi et al., 2000). A third 

pair of loop primers can be added to accelerate the reaction by priming to the loop regions in the 

orientation in which the internal primers cannot bind. The initial denaturation can also be omitted 

(Nagamine et al., 2001). For RNA virus detection, reverse transcription of RNA and amplification of 

cDNA can proceed simultaneously at a temperature of around 60 °C in RT-LAMP (Fukuta et al., 2003). 

Reaction products are a mixture of stem-loop DNAs and cauliflower-like structures with multiple loops 

of various lengths. The reaction can be performed in 30 min. An important point for on-site testing is its 

tolerance of some substances which are inhibitory to PCR simplifying nucleic acid extraction (Kaneko 

et al., 2007). The amplification is highly efficient and produces large amounts of magnesium 

pyrophosphate as a by-product. This enrichment results in an increasing turbidity that can be observed 

with the naked eye or measured photometrically. Addition of metal ion indicators like calcein with 

manganese chloride (MnCl2) and hydroxynaphthol blue before incubation or of intercalating dyes like 

SYBR Green after incubation can increase reliability. Products can also be analyzed by gel 

electrophoresis. All post reaction manipulations are again a source for contaminations of subsequent 

tests in laboratories. Electronic devices can be used to monitor reactions in real-time measuring turbidity, 

fluorescence of added intercalating dyes or probes or bioluminescence produced by an added firefly 

luciferase. Added chemicals and measuring devices increase costs and can prevent on-field applicability. 

Different variants of this method have been applied for the detection of human pathogens like the human 

African trypanosomiasis (Wastling et al., 2010) and for plant pathogens like the Plum pox virus (PPV) 
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(Hadersdorfer et al., 2011). All these assays have the disadvantage that they cannot be performed in a 

multiplex format.  

1.2.7  Microsphere-based methods 

In routine diagnostics, samples like seed potatoes often have to be tested for various pathogens. To 

reduce work load, it would be desirable to combine all necessary tests into one assay. Therefore, a 

multiplex format is of interest. Luminex (Austin, USA) has developed an array platform that allows the 

simultaneous detection of up to 500 analytes in one sample. The centerpiece of this platform are the 500 

different MagPlex Microspheres containing mixtures of two to three fluorophore dyes at different ratios. 

The polystyrene microspheres, also called beads, have a diameter of 6.5 µm and are magnetic facilitating 

washing procedures to reduce background signals. They can be covalently coupled with either 

antibodies, oligonucleotides, proteins, peptides, lipids or polysaccharides. For plant virus detection 

either antibody or oligonucleotide coated microspheres are suitable. Different virus-specific antibodies 

can be coupled to differently dyed xMAP beads and these varying microspheres can be combined to 

create sets for the detection of combinations of plant viruses and other pathogens occurring in certain 

crops. The test procedure is identical to a DAS-ELISA. Plant samples are prepared with standard ELISA 

buffers and incubated in standard 96-well micro plates together with the antibody-coated beads. Viruses 

in the plant samples are captured by the antibodies coupled to the microspheres. After washing, a mixture 

of secondary antibodies conjugated with the same fluorophore reporter (e.g. Alexa Fluor 532) is added. 

Samples are incubated and washed again. Afterwards analysis takes places in a flow cytometer or similar 

instrument. Samples are pumped through a small capillary only fitting one bead in a row passing two 

lasers or LEDs and corresponding image analyzers. A red laser or LED with a wavelength of 635 nm 

excites the bead dye mix and, for example, a green laser or LED with a wavelength of 532 nm excites 

the fluorophore reporter (e.g. Alexa Fluor 532). The resulting fluorescence of the bead dye mix and the 

reporter molecule, respectively, are measured and analyzed. The signal of the reporter states that virus 

is present and gives an approximation of the virus titer through the median fluorescence intensity (MFI) 

value similar to ELISA values. The signal of the bead dye mix allows the identification of the sample. 

The whole procedure is described in detail by Rao et al. (2004) and only necessitates 3-4 h which is 

much faster than a typical ELISA taking 1-2 days. It has proven its functionality and multiplexing 

capability in the detection of human pathogens (Dunbar et al., 2003) and plant viruses (Bergervoet et 

al., 2008). In a similar approach the nucleic acids of plant viruses can be targeted by the Luminex xTAG 

technology. Here the already described MagPlex Microspheres are coated with specific oliconucleotides 

called anti-tags. Each anti-tag correlates with a specific bead dye mix. Viral DNA is amplified by a PCR 

and viral RNA is first transcribed into cDNA and subsequently amplified (RT-PCR). Different primer 

sets can be used in this multiplexed pre-amplification step, which enriches the target sequences for the 

following target specific primer extension (TSPE) reaction. In this linear amplification step biotinylated 

dCTP is integrated into the extending primers. The TSPE primers have a chimeric layout of a virus-

specific part allowing amplification of viral (c)DNA and an oligonucleotide tag, which serves to 

hybridize the TSPE products to complementary anti-tags on the MagPlex-TAG Microspheres in the next 

step. This reaction can be multiplexed with primers for different viral targets. The TSPE products are 

hybridized to the microspheres via a tag to anti-tag interaction. After a washing step the fluorophore 

reporter protein streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin is added and binds to the incorporated biotin in the TSPE 

products. Afterwards the bead-TSPE product complexes are analyzed similarly as described above for 

the xMAP assay. In the instrument a red laser or LED excites the dye mix of individual beads again and 
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a green laser (532 nm) the bound streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin. The resulting fluorescences of the bead 

dye mix and the reporter protein are measured and analyzed again. The signal of the reporter states that 

virus is present, while the signal of the bead dye mix allows the identification of the sample. The 

procedure is described in detail by van der Vlugt et al. (2015) and takes 1-2 days similar to an ELISA. 

This technology has also already proven its functionality and multiplexing capability in human medicine 

for the diagnosis of twenty different respiratory viruses and subtypes (Mahony et al., 2007), of seven 

gastroenteric viruses (Liu et al., 2011) and of the ten most clinically relevant Escherichia coli subtypes 

(Lin et al., 2011). In recent years it has been applied in phytomedicine for the diagnosis of different 

pospiviroids (van Brunschot et al., 2014b), begomoviruses and their whitefly vectors (van Brunschot et 

al., 2014a) and three lily-infecting viruses (Lim et al., 2016). The costs for the necessary equipment are 

high, but the multiplexing potential can greatly reduce time- and labor-input and thus the costs compared 

to simplex detection methods for high throughput testing laboratories. Both methods are restricted to 

laboratory application.  

1.2.8  Next-generation sequencing (NGS) 

Most of the methods described so far can only detect known pathogens. Additionally, some minor 

genetic variations can already disturb their functionality. Hence methods for the diagnosis of new 

pathogens and new strains are needed. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) allows this and has developed 

rapidly in the last years with ever decreasing costs for equipment and sequencing runs. The term refers 

to a collection of sequencing technologies that have been developed in the last decade including 

sequencing by synthesis (Illumina) (Bentley et al., 2008), sequencing by ligation (SOLiD) (Shendure et 

al., 2005), ion semiconductor sequencing (Ion Torrent) (Rothberg et al., 2011), pyrosequencing (Roche 

454) (Margulies et al., 2005) and single-molecule real-time sequencing (Pacific Biosciences) (Eid et al., 

2009). All these methods differ in their characteristics like read length, number of reads per run, 

accuracy of single reads and the time per run connected with variable costs and certain advantages and 

disadvantages for each method. Illumina sequencing (Kreuze et al., 2009; Wylie and Jones, 2011) and 

Roche 454 sequencing (Adams et al., 2009; Hagen et al., 2012) have been applied for sequencing of 

plant viruses. Different ways of nucleic acid preparation for sequencing have been tested. Rolling circle 

amplification has been used by Hagen et al. (2012) for amplification of geminiviruses before sequencing. 

Total mRNA was directly transcribed into cDNA and then sequenced by Wylie and Jones (2011). Adams 

et al. (2009) used subtractive hybridization to enrich non-plant RNA before sequencing. Kreuze et al. 

(2009) assembled a complete viral genome from purified and sequenced small interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs). The equipment is still very expensive restricting its operation to specialized laboratories. 

Some offer sequencing as a service. But this is still connected to high costs. Additionally, sample 

preparation, shipping of samples, sequencing and data analysis altogether take quite long.  

Table 1.2 summarizes the characteristics of the described detection methods.  

  



 

 

 

Table 1.2 Characteristics of the different detection methods. Methods based on amplification of DNA can also be used for RNA detection by including a 
reverse transcription step (RT).  

 On-
field 

Speed Costs Simplicity Sensitivity Specificity Reproducibility Contamination Multiplex 
capability 

High-
Throughput 

Symptomatology Yes Slow Low Complex Low Low Low Unproblematic No No 

Electron microscopy No Slow High Complex Low Medium Low Unproblematic No No 

Enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA) 

No Medium Low Simple High High High Unproblematic No Yes 

Lateral flow test Yes Fast Low Simple Low High Medium Unproblematic No No 

Polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) 

No Fast Low Simple Medium Very high Medium Problematic Limited No 

Quantitative or real-time 
PCR (qPCR) 

No Fast Medium Medium Medium Very high High Possible Limited Yes 

Nucleic acid spot 
hybridization (NASH) 

No Medium Medium Simple Low Very high Medium Unproblematic Yes No 

Helicase dependent 
amplification (HDA) 

No Fast Low Simple Medium Very high High Possible No No 

Recombinase polymerase 
amplification (RPA) 

Yes Fast Low Simple Medium Medium Medium Possible No Yes 

Nucleic acid sequence 
based amplification 
(NASBA) 

No Fast Low Simple Medium Very high High Possible No No 

Rolling circle 
amplification (RCA) 

No Fast Low Simple Medium Very high High Possible No No 

Loop-mediated isothermal 
amplification (LAMP) 

Yes Fast Low Medium Medium Very high High Possible No Yes 

Luminex xMAP No Medium Medium Medium High Very high High Unproblematic Yes Yes 

Luminex xTAG No Medium Medium Medium High Very high High Possible Yes Yes 

Next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) 

No Slow High Complex High Very high High Unproblematic Yes Yes 
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1.3  Objectives 

Plant pathogens can be present in plant propagation material (seeds, seed potatoes, young plants, scions 

and rootstocks) without showing obvious symptoms. When such infected material is distributed or even 

imported/exported, plant pathogens can spread and cause severe damages. To prevent this, routine 

testing for plant pathogens is essential before seeding or planting of the material. Sometimes different 

pathogens can be present so that several tests have to be performed. In such cases a high-throughput 

multiplex detection method would be desirable for routine laboratories. When this study was started, 

such a method did not exist for the diagnosis of plant diseases. The Luminex xMAP and xTAG 

technologies looked promising and had already been applied in human medicine for such test 

procedures. Work had already been started to adapt the xMAP technology to plant virus diagnostics. 

Such an antibody-based technique necessitates the production of specific antibodies and these 

sometimes do not allow a clear distinction of pathogens. The nucleic acid based xTAG technology can 

be adapted to clearly differentiate pathogens and does not involve a complicated production of ligands.  

The first aim of this study was to adapt the Luminex xTAG technology for plant virus detection. As 

targets the important CMV and the relevant Tospovirus genus were selected. CMV infects many plants 

including various horticultural and agricultural crops and is counted into the top ten of economically 

important plant viruses. Tospoviruses are an emerging group of viruses, which spread increasingly 

around the world and infect more and more plant species. This genus includes TSWV that affects many 

horticultural and agricultural crops and also belongs to the economically most important plant viruses. 

Other viruses of this genus are getting more important as they spread to new regions and plants. The 

developed tests allowed on the one hand a general detection of CMV combined with a distinction of its 

subgroups I and II and on the other hand a general detection of tospoviruses combined with the 

differentiation of the important Tospovirus species TSWV, INSV, CaCV and WSMoV. The tests were 

verified with different CMV isolates and Tospovirus species and isolates obtained from the DSMZ.  

In the second part CMV was further characterized. The CP genes of the tested isolates were cloned and 

sequenced. Sequences were compared by alignments and phylogenetic analyses. Additionally, 

infectious full-length clones were created of four CMV isolates belonging to all three subgroups IA, IB 

and II and differing in symptomatology on N. benthamiana plants. These full-length clones produced 

the same symptoms on N. benthamiana as the original isolates and were used for further characterization 

of CMV, also on the additional host plant C. sativus. The nucleotide sequences of the three genomic 

RNAs of all four isolates were determined. Pseudorecombinants of the isolates were created to narrow 

down the symptom determinants for the different but strong symptoms of three isolates on 

N. benthamiana and for mosaic symptoms on C. sativus, respectively.  
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2.1  Abstract 

A nucleic acid based test for the detection of the economically important plant virus Cucumber mosaic 

virus (CMV) based on the Luminex xTAG technology was developed. This technology has the 

advantage of allowing the simultaneous detection of various targets. Applying this method, we prove 

for the presence of CMV in general and differentiate between its two subgroups I and II for which 

significant differences concerning severity of symptoms and virulence have been reported. For the 

development of the test procedure the coat protein gene sequences of 29 CMV isolates were cloned and 

sequenced. Additionally, a subgroup specific ELISA was conducted for comparison. This work is part 

of a project which aims to develop a test for the simultaneous detection of various plant pathogens (viral, 

bacterial and fungal) in plant material.  

 

2.2  Introduction 

Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) is a member of the genus Cucumovirus in the family Bromoviridae 

(Bujarski et al., 2012). It has the widest host range of known plant viruses affecting more than 1000 

species in 85 families worldwide (Roossinck, 2001) including many different crops. This grants it a 

place in the top ten list of economically important plant viruses (Rybicki, 2015). More than 80 species 

of aphids are able to transmit this virus in a nonpersistent manner (Gallitelli, 2000). CMV is also spread 

mechanically, by the parasitic plant dodder (Cuscuta spp.) (Schmelzer, 1957) and with varying success 

through seeds (Yang et al., 1997; Palukaitis et al., 1992). The genome is tripartite and consists of three 

essential single-stranded plus-sense RNAs (RNA 1, 2 and 3) distributed over three icosahedral particles 

(Peden and Symons, 1973). Two major subgenomic RNAs (RNA 4 and 4A) are also produced 

(Schwinghammer and Symons, 1977; Ding et al. 1994). The 5’ ends have a cap and the 3’ ends a tRNA-

like structure (Symons, 1975; Ahlquist et al., 1981). Virus particles have a diameter of 30 nm and are 

made up of RNAs and 180 identical coat protein (CP) subunits with a molecular mass of 24.5 kDa each 

(Finch et al., 1967; van Regenmortel et al., 1972). CMV can be distinguished into the two subgroups I 

and II based on serology, nucleic acid hybridization and peptide mapping of the CP (Devergne and 

Cardin, 1975; Edwards and Gonsalves, 1983; Owen and Palukaitis, 1988; Palukaitis et al., 1992). On 

the basis of viral nucleic acid sequences subgroup I can be further divided into subgroups IA and IB 

(Roossinck et al., 1999).  

The Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) has developed into the standard method to detect 

and identify plant viruses (Voller et al., 1976). The virus particles interact with specific antibodies and 

coupled enzymes produce a color change or another detectable signal. This is a robust and easy to handle 
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technique but it has the disadvantages that it is quite time and labor intensive and that it only allows to 

test for one virus at a time.  

The Luminex xTAG technology is a nucleic acid based assay which allows the simultaneous detection 

of up to 500 analytes in one sample. Target DNA is directly amplified by a PCR or if RNA is the target, 

it is first transcribed into cDNA and subsequently amplified (RT-PCR). The PCR products are then 

subjected to a target specific primer extension (TSPE) reaction during which biotinylated dCTP is 

integrated. Later the fluorophore reporter protein streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin can bind to the 

incorporated biotin. TSPE primers have coupled oligonucleotide tags which serve to hybridize the TSPE 

products to complementary anti-tags attached to Luminex MagPlex-TAG Microspheres in the next step. 

These polystyrene microspheres or “beads” are filled with a mix of two to three fluorescent dyes at 

different ratios creating sets of uniquely color-coded beads with specific oligonucleotide anti-tags. 

Additionally, the beads are impregnated with magnetite particles allowing their magnetic separation 

from surrounding buffer and simplifying washing steps. The beads with the hybridized DNA are 

analyzed in Luminex xMAP systems which use a green laser (532 nm) to excite streptavidin-R-

phycoerythrin and a red laser (635 nm) for the bead dyes (van der Vlugt et al., 2015; Rao et al., 2004). 

In human medicine this technology is already used in diagnostics for example for respiratory viruses 

(Mahony et al., 2007). In the last years this platform was adopted for the detection of plant pathogens. 

It has been used to detect and distinguish between different Pospiviroids (van Brunschot et al, 2014b) 

and different begomoviruses and their whitefly vectors (van Brunschot et al., 2014a). A related assay 

platform utilizing coupled antibodies instead of oligonucleotides, the Luminex xMAP technology, has 

been applied to identify Potato virus X (PVX), Potato virus Y (PVY) and Potato leaf roll virus (PLRV) 

(Bergervoet et al., 2008).  

In this study a test for CMV in general and for the subgroups I and II based on the Luminex xTAG 

technology was developed. As test material 29 CMV isolates were obtained from the Leibniz Institute 

DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ). The CP genes of these virus 

isolates were cloned into plasmids for further research and sequenced to get a first impression of their 

subgrouping. The sequences were stored in the GenBank of the National Center for Biotechnology 

Information (NCBI). An ELISA with antibodies against CMV subgroups I and II was performed to 

verify their subgrouping and as comparison for the Luminex xTAG test. Only the discrimination of 

subgroups I and II was thought to be of interest for this test, because they show differences concerning 

severity of symptoms and virulence with subgroup I isolates in general being more virulent and causing 

stronger symptoms (Carrère et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2002). Subgroups IA and IB do not show 

significant differences in these fields, but they vary in geographic distribution with subgroup IB isolates 

being mainly found in Asia (Roossinck, 2002; Lin et al., 2003).  

 

2.3  Materials and Methods 

2.3.1  Virus specimens  

Twenty-nine CMV isolates were obtained from the DSMZ as infected, dried plant material. Information 

about their origin (host plant, country and provider) was supplied by the DSMZ for most isolates (Table 

2.2). This material was used to inoculate healthy Nicotiana benthamiana plants by grinding part of it in 

phosphate buffer (0.05 M KH2PO4, 0.05 M Na2HPO4, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM Na-DIECA) with celite and 
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charcoal and rubbing the material on the leaves of healthy plants. The inoculated leaves were rinsed 

with water after a few minutes to remove excess buffer and plant debris from the inoculation material.  

2.3.2  Nucleic acid extraction  

Total RNA was extracted from inoculated and healthy control plants using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit 

(Qiagen, Germany) following the kit’s instructions.  

2.3.3  Primer design  

Table 2.1 Characteristics of oligonucleotide primers used in this study. The TSPE primer names are 
preceded by a ‘t’. Sequences of cloning primers complementary to vector pGEM-T Easy and tag sequences 
of TSPE primers are italicized. For the TSPE primers the corresponding microspheres are listed. 

Name Sequence (5’-3’) 
Length 
[nts] 

Amplicon 
size [bp] 

Corresponding 
microsphere 

CMV_CPs 
CGGCCGCGGGAATTCGAT-
TATGGATGCTTCTCCGCGA 

37 
810 

 

CMV_CPas 
CGCGAATTCACTAGTGAT-
TCCAACTCAGCTCCCGCCA 

37  

EasyS ATCACTAGTGAATTCGCGGCCGCCTGCA 28 
3020 

 
EasyAS ATCGAATTCCCGCGGCCGCCATG 23  
M13U43 AGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGACGTT 23 

1080 
 

M13R49 GAGCGGATAACAATTTCACACAGG 24  
CMV_RNA1s CYCTGTAAAAYWACCCTTTG 20 

420 
 

CMV_RNA1as RTGTGTGACCCAACTTCC 18  
CMV_RNA3s GTAATCTWACCACYKTSTKT 20 

1980 
 

CMV_RNA3as TTAGKGACYTCAGRYAGTTT 20  
Nad5s GATGCTTCTTGGGGCTTCTTGTT 23 

180 
 

Nad5as CTCCAGTCACCAACATTGGCATAA 24  

tCMV_GENs 
TTCAATTCAAATCAAACACATCAT-
GTAGCCTCCCACGGCGATAAAG 

46 
270 

MTAG-A064 

tCMV_GENas 
ACAAATATCTAACTACTATCACAA-
GTCTAAGACGAGGTCCTGCCG 

45 MTAG-A039 

tCMV_SGIs 
CATAAATCTTCTCATTCTAACAAA-
TCAACCAGTGCTGGTCGTAA 

44 
630 

MTAG-A075 

tCMV_SGIas 
CACTACACATTTATCATAACAAAT-
CCACAGAGATCGGAGGGA 

42 MTAG-A042 

tCMV_SGIIs 
TTAACAACTTATACAAACACAAAC-
GATCTCCCAATGCTAGTAGAAC 

46 
660 

MTAG-A053 

tCMV_SGIIas 
ATACTTTACAAACAAATAACACAC-
CGATTGAGAGTGTAGTTTAACG 

46 MTAG-A019 

tNad5 
AACTTTCTCTCTCTATTCTTATTT-
AGGATCCGCATAGCCCTCGATTTATGTG 

52  MTAG-A043 

Primers for general detection of CMV by RT-PCR, for cloning of the CMV CP into the vector pGEM 

Easy, for pre-amplification and for TSPE reactions were designed on the basis of alignments of known 

CMV nucleotide sequences. Sequences for RNA 1 and RNA 3 were downloaded from the GenBank of 

the NCBI and imported into the program CLC Main Workbench (CLC bio, Denmark). With the help of 

this program alignments of the two RNAs were calculated. For the general detection and cloning primers 

(CMV_CPs/as), the general pre-amplification primers CMV_RNA1s/as and CMV_RNA3s/as and the 

generic TSPE primers tCMV_GENs/as the alignments were analyzed for conserved regions and 

corresponding sequences were chosen for the primers. In case of the pre-amplification primers some 

degenerations were inserted into their sequences. For the subgroup specific TSPE primers 

tCMV_SGIs/as and tCMV_SGIIs/as conserved regions for each of the subgroups were identified in the 

alignments and relevant sequences used for the primers. Sequencing primers M13U43 and M13R49 
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(Stephan, 2005) and primers EasyS and EasyAS for the linearization of the vector pGEM Easy had 

already been designed from the vector sequence. Pre-amplification primers (Nad5s/as) for the 

mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase subunit 5 gene (nad5) from Menzel et al. (2002) and TSPE primer 

(tNad5) for nad5 from van Brunschot et al. (2014a) adapted from Botermans et al. (2013) were used as 

plant internal control primers. The tag sequences were attributed to all TSPE primers by Luminex (USA) 

complementary to anti-tags on the microspheres’ surfaces. The characteristics of all primers are listed 

in Table 2.1 and they were synthesized by Eurofins Scientific (Luxembourg).  

2.3.4  Cloning and sequencing of the CP genes  

Purified RNA was used in a RT-PCR with primers CMV_CPs/as to amplify the CP gene of all 29 CMV 

isolates with about 70 nucleotides upstream of the 5’-end and about 30 nucleotides downstream of the 

3’-end of the CP gene. RNA was transcribed into cDNA by incubation of 4 µl water, 2 µl purified RNA, 

1 µl primer CMV_CPas (10 µM) and 0.5 µl dNTP mix (10 mM each; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) 

at 99 °C for 3 min, followed by rapid cooling on ice and addition of 0.5 µl RevertAid Reverse 

Transcriptase (20 U/µl; Thermo Fisher Scientific), 2 µl 5X Reaction Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

and incubation at 42 °C for 60 min. The PCR reaction mix consisted of 10 µl Phusion Flash High-

Fidelity PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 6 µl water, 2 µl cDNA, 1 µl primer CMV_CPs 

and 1 µl primer CMV_CPas. The PCR program consisted of one cycle for 15 s at 98 °C, 34 cycles of 

5 s at 98 °C, 5 s at 60 °C and 15 s at 72 °C and a final extension for 5 min at 72 °C. PCR products were 

analyzed by gel electrophoresis after adding 4 µl loading buffer (37.5 % glycerol, 0.2 % bromophenol 

blue, 125X GelRed (Biotium, USA)) and expected fragments of about 800 bp were excised from the 

agarose gel and eluted using the NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. The pGEM Easy vector was linearized and amplified by PCR 

with the primers EasyS/AS under conditions like above with only the elongation period prolonged for 1 

min at 72 °C in all cycles. After gel electrophoresis the corresponding fragment of about 3000 bp was 

purified. The CP genes were introduced into the vector by Gibson Assembly (Gibson, 2009) resulting 

in pGEM-T Easy plasmids with inserted CMV CP genes and about 100 additional CMV nucleotides 

surrounding the CP gene. The CMV-CP primers added an additional thymine and adenine to the pGEM 

Easy plasmid flanking the insert, resulting in a vector essentially looking like the pGEM-T Easy vector. 

Vectors with inserts were transformed into Escherichia coli strain NM522 following the procedure of 

Hanahan (1983) and bacteria were cultivated and selected by ampicillin resistance and blue-white 

screening. Bacterial clones were checked for the correct insert size by restriction digest with the 

endonucleases EcoRI and PstI producing calculated fragments of 18 bp, 826 bp and 2979 bp for vectors 

with CP inserts. Vectors without insert miss the 826 bp fragment and have an additional 18 bp fragment. 

Afterwards, positive clones were sequenced with the primers M13U43 or M13R49 flanking the insert 

on both sides of the vector at Seqlab Sequence Laboratories Goettingen (Germany). Sequences were 

prepared using the Sequin software tool and submitted to the GenBank of the NCBI.  

2.3.5  Pre-amplification RT-PCR  

Viral RNA was transcribed into cDNA and then amplified using the Access RT-PCR System kit 

(Promega, USA) applying the concentrations specified by the manufacturer in 25 µl reactions. The 

following incubations were carried out: 45 min at 45 °C, 2 min at 94 °C, 30 cycles of 30 s at 94 °C, 30 s 

at 49 °C and 2 min at 68 °C and a final extension for 7 min at 68 °C. As primers for this pre-amplification 

rather unspecific degenerate primers were used that enabled the production of an approximately 400 bp 
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fragment of RNA 1 (CMV_RNA1s/as) and a roughly 2000 bp fragment of RNA 3 (CMV_RNA3s/as) 

of all CMV isolates. After RT-PCR 5 µl of each product was stained with 1 µl loading buffer (37.5 % 

glycerol, 0.2 % bromophenol blue, 125X GelRed) and loaded on an agarose gel (1 %) to check for the 

expected fragments.  

2.3.6  TSPE reaction  

The pre-amplification products were used for a multiplex TSPE reaction. This reaction is similar to a 

PCR, but the extension of the primers is the essential step. So the amplification of only one strand would 

be sufficient and hence the amplification would be linear and not exponential. Instead of normal dCTP 

Biotin-14-dCTP (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used together with the remaining unmodified 

nucleotides (dATP, dGTP, dTTP; Thermo Fisher Scientific). A set of seven primers was used, two 

generic primers to detect all CMV isolates (tCMV_GENs/as), two specific ones to identify only the 

subgroup I isolates of CMV (tCMV_SGIa/as), another specific pair for the subgroup II isolates 

(tCMV_SGIIs/as) and one internal control primer (tNad5) for nad5. These TSPE primers have a 

chimeric design with a virus-specific sequence and an oligonucleotide tag complementary to the anti-

tag bound to the microspheres. Of the pre-amplification products 5 µl were used in TSPE mixes of 20 µl 

(0.75 U Platinum GenoType Tsp DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 5 µM Biotin-14-dCTP, 

5 µM each of normal dATP, dGTP and dTTP, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 25 nM of each primer, 1X PCR Rxn 

Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), sterile water up to 20 µl). The reaction mix was incubated under the 

following conditions: One cycle for 2 min at 94 °C, 35 cycles of 0.5 min at 94 °C, 1 min at 55 °C and 

2 min at 72 °C and a final extension for 7 min at 72 °C.  

2.3.7  Microsphere hybridization  

The TSPE products were hybridized to the corresponding beads. A mix of the seven Luminex MagPlex-

TAG Microspheres MTAG-A064, MTAG-A039, MTAG-A075, MTAG-A042, MTAG-A053, MTAG-

A019 and MTAG-A043 (0.5 µl of each bead per reaction containing 1250 beads) was prepared in 2X 

Tm hybridization buffer (0.4 M NaCl, 0.2 M Tris, 0.16 % Triton X-100, pH 8.0; 25 µl per reaction) and 

double distilled and deionized water (16.5 µl per reaction). Aliquots of the mixture were loaded into 96-

well polycarbonate microplates (Corning, USA). Afterwards 5 µl of the TSPE products were added to 

each well for a final volume of 50 µl with 25 microspheres each per µl hybridization mixture. Each of 

the microspheres is filled with a distinct fluorescent dye mix and has a specific oligonucleotide anti-tag 

bound to its surface. This anti-tag is complementary to the tag sequence incorporated into the TSPE 

primers. The interaction between the complementary tag and anti-tag sequences allows the hybridization 

of TSPE products to the microspheres. For this the mixtures are first denatured at 96 °C for 90 s and 

then incubated at 37 °C for 30 min.  

2.3.8  Luminex assay  

The content of a 96-well polycarbonate microplate was moved to a Cellstar 96-well cell culture plate 

(Greiner Bio-One, Austria) and the microspheres were pelleted by placing the plate on a magnetic 

separator for 1 min. The supernatant was discarded and the beads were resuspended and washed two 

times in 80 µl 1X Tm hybridization buffer. The supernatant was removed again and 80 µl 1X Tm 

hybridization buffer containing streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin (2 µg/ml; Thermo Fisher Scientific) were 

added to the beads. The plates were protected from light and incubated on a shaker (600 rpm) at room 

temperature for 15 min. After this the beads were pelleted again, the supernatant discarded and the 

microspheres resuspended in 90 µl 1X Tm hybridization buffer. Finally 70 µl of the microsphere 
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suspensions were analyzed in a Luminex 200 System with the xPONENT Software (Version 3.0; 

Luminex). In this instrument the beads with the bound TSPE products flow individually through a thin 

capillary and pass two lasers. A red laser excites the unique dye in each bead and a green laser does the 

same for the R-phycoerythrin which is bound via streptavidin to the biotin-dCTP of the TSPE products. 

The resulting fluorescence of the R-phycoerythrin is recorded as the median fluorescence intensity 

(MFI) signal which allows the positive or negative evaluation for the presence of amplified CMV nucleic 

acids in the samples. While the fluorescence of the beads allows their identification and grouping.  

2.3.9  ELISA  

A Triple Antibody Sandwich ELISA (TAS-ELISA) (Clark and Adams, 1977) against CMV subgroup I 

and II was conducted to verify the grouping with that of the Luminex assay. ELISA test kits against 

CMV subgroup I (SRA44700) and CMV subgroup II (SRA44800) were obtained by LINARIS 

Biologische Produkte (Germany) including capture antibodies, detection antibodies and alkaline 

phosphatase conjugated antibodies. The test was performed following the instructions of the 

manufacturer with some adaptations. A blocking step with 2 % skim milk in PBS-T was added after the 

coating of the plates with the coating antibody. Nunc-Immuno 96-well MaxiSorp plates (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) were utilized instead of the supplied plates. A sample extraction buffer (0.05 M Tris, 0.06 M 

Na2SO3, pH 8.5) was used instead of the general extraction buffer described in the instructions to extract 

virus particles from infected plants. Also the antibodies were diluted 1:300 in case of CMV I and 1:200 

for CMV II instead of 1:100.  

 

2.4  Results 

2.4.1  Cloning of the CP genes, sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 

N. benthamiana plants were successfully infected by all 29 CMV isolates through mechanical 

inoculation. Infection was verified by RNA extraction, RT-PCR and subsequent gel electrophoresis. 

Symptoms on the plants were caused by 19 of the isolates. The remaining ten isolates were symptomless 

(Table 2.2). The CP genes of all isolates were amplified, cloned into the vector pGEM-T Easy and 

sequenced. Alignments of the nucleotide sequences and the deduced amino acid sequences were created 

and compared (data not shown). Also a phylogenetic tree was constructed from the nucleotide sequences 

to determine the relationship of the isolates. Reference CP gene sequences of CMV strains Tfn for 

subgroup IB (accession number Y16924), Fny for subgroup IA (accession number NC_002034) and LS 

for subgroup II (accession number AF416899) were used for subgrouping. The CP gene sequence of 

Peanut stunt virus isolate PSV ER (accession number U15730) was used as an outgroup (Fig. 2.1). 

According to the sequencing results and the generated phylogenetic tree, 20 isolates belonged to 

subgroup I and nine isolates to subgroup II. Almost all subgroup I isolates showed symptoms, while the 

subgroup II isolates were mainly symptomless, with some exceptions: Two subgroup I isolates caused 

no symptoms (PV-0189 and PV-0185) and one subgroup II isolate depicted visible symptoms (PV-

0418). Of the subgroup I isolates nine could be further classified into subgroup IA and eleven into 

subgroup IB (Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.1). Nucleotide sequences of the 27 CMV isolates for which no CP 

sequences existed were stored in the GenBank with new accession numbers (Table 2.2).  For two isolates 

(PV-0418 and PV-0187) sequences are found in GenBank.  For isolate PV-0418 the CP gene with 

surrounding nucleotides is supplied in the GenBank under accession number AJ810256 (Deyong et al., 

2005) and a partial 2a and 2b gene under FN555202. For isolate PV-0187 the sequences of all three 
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RNAs are found under accession numbers KP165580 (RNA 1), KP165581 (RNA 2) and KP165582 

(RNA 3) including the CP gene on RNA 3. Our CP gene sequences for the two isolates differed from 

these existing sequences in three positions for isolate PV-0418 and in four positions for PV-0187.  

 
Fig. 2.1 Relationship of the CP gene sequences of the 29 CMV isolates, reference strains and PSV ER as outgroup. 
The optimal tree with the sum of branch length = 0.74724214 was inferred using the Neighbor-Joining method 
(Saitou and Nei, 1987) in MEGA6 (Tamura et al., 2013). Bootstrap values (2000 replicates) are shown next to the 
branches (Felsenstein, 1985). The tree is drawn to scale and the evolutionary distances were computed as number 
of base substitutions per site using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method (Tamura et al., 2004). There was 
a total of 657 positions in the final dataset with all positions containing gaps and missing data being eliminated.     

 



 

 

 

Table 2.2 CMV isolates from the DSMZ. Information about the host plant, the country of origin and the provider was given by the DSMZ for most isolates. The other 
characteristics - symptomatology, subgrouping according to different methods and accession numbers - are results of this study except for the accession numbers of isolates PV-
0418 and PV-0187, for which sequences with corresponding accession numbers in italics were already available in GenBank. Isolates PV-0185 and PV-0189 could not be 
classified into subgroups by ELISA and isolate PV-0835 fell slightly short of the threshold for subgroup I. Also isolate PV-0185 could not be placed into a subgroup by the 
Luminex test.  
CMV 
isolate 

Host plant Country of 
origin 

Provider Symptoms on 
N. benthamiana 

CP gene sequence 
subgroup 

ELISA 
subgroup 

Luminex 
subgroup 

GenBank accession 
number 

PV-1016 unknown unknown H.-J. Vetten yes IA I I KU976463 
PV-0992 Buddleya sp. Germany W. Menzel no II II II KU976464 
PV-0929 Solanum lycopersicum Vietnam Hueng yes IB I I KU976465 
PV-0889 Capsicum annuum Iran unknown yes IB I I KU976466 
PV-0857 Capsicum sp. Sudan S. Winter yes IB I I KU976467 
PV-0835 Corylus avellana Iran M. Koohi Habibi, Moeini yes IB I? I KU976468 
PV-0555 Solanum lycopersicum Italy P. Roggero yes IA I I KU976469 
PV-0536 Cucumis melo Italy Tomassoli yes IA I I KU976470 
PV-0533 Capsicum sp. Nigeria G. Thottappilly yes IB I I KU976471 
PV-0506 Solanum lycopersicum China K.H. Hellwald yes IB I I KU976472 
PV-0475 unknown France H.-J. Vetten, H. Lot yes IA I I KU976473 
PV-0474 Cucumis melo Spain L. Arteaga yes IB I I KU976474 
PV-0473 Phaseolus vulgaris Italy IFA yes IB I I KU976475 
PV-0453 Cucurbita pepo Taiwan S.K. Green yes IB I I KU976476 
PV-0445 Passiflora edulis Nigeria G. Thottappilly yes IA I I KU976477 
PV-0434 Musa sp. Nigeria S. Winter yes IB I I KU976478 
PV-0418 unknown USA R. Campbell yes II II II AJ810256 
PV-0359 unknown Iran H.-L. Weidemann no II II II KU976479 
PV-0358 unknown Iran H.-L. Weidemann yes IB I I KU976480 
PV-0314 Pelargonium peltatum Germany D.-E. Lesemann, M. Weiß no II II II KU976482 
PV-0189 unknown Israel H.-J. Vetten no IA - I KU976483 
PV-0187 Cucumis sativus Germany unknown yes IA I I KP165582 
PV-0185 Phaseolus vulgaris Zambia H.-J. Vetten no IA - - KU976484 
PV-0184 Capsicum sp. Australia R.I.B. Francki no II II II KU976485 
PV-0183 Nicotiana tabacum unknown J.M. Kaper no II II II KU976486 
PV-0038 Nicotiana tabacum unknown O. Bode no II II II KU976487 
PV-0037 Nicotiana tabacum unknown O. Bode no II II II KU976488 
PV-0036 unknown unknown W.C. Price yes IA I I KU976489 
PV-0035 Aristolochia sp. unknown Brückbauer no II II II KU976490 
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2.4.2  TAS-ELISA for CMV subgroup discrimination 

The TAS-ELISA against subgroup I and II of CMV confirmed the sequence based classification of 

almost all isolates into one of the two subgroups. Seventeen isolates were tested positive with antibodies 

against CMV subgroup I coinciding with the 20 isolates classified into subgroup I based on CP gene 

sequences (black columns in Fig. 2.2). The threshold for both tests was set at two times the absorbance 

value at 405 nm of the healthy plant in the CMV subgroup I specific test (dashed line in Fig. 2.2). The 

value for the subgroup II specific test was slightly lower, but was left out of the figure for the sake of 

clarity. One isolate expected to belong to subgroup I (PV-0835) showed a reaction with the subgroup I 

specific antibodies, but fell short of the threshold. Isolates PV-0185 and PV-0189, predicted to belong 

to subgroup I from their CP gene sequences, did not react with any of the antibodies. These isolates 

could not be ranked among the two subgroups by a TAS-ELISA although their RNA was present and 

symptoms were visible on the PV-0835 inoculated plants. Isolates PV-0185 and PV-0189 have an amino 

acid substitution at position 13 of the CP and isolate PV-0835 at position 135 (see discussion). The 

remaining nine isolates were positively tested with subgroup II specific antibodies as expected (white 

columns in Fig. 2.2).  

 
Fig. 2.2 Results of TAS-ELISA tests with specific antibodies against CMV subgroup I or II. Plant material infected 
with 29 CMV isolates was tested with both antibodies as well as healthy plant material and the extraction buffer 
as negative controls. Absorbance measurements were taken at a wavelength of 405 nm. The threshold for both 
tests was set at twice the absorbance value of the healthy plant in the CMV subgroup I test.  

2.4.3  RT-PCR analysis of pre-amplification and TSPE primers  

The pre-amplification primers CMV_RNA1s/as and CMV_RNA3s/as were successfully used in RT-

PCRs producing the expected fragments of about 400 bp for RNA 1 and approximately 2000 bp for 

RNA 3 for all isolates. The TSPE primers tCMV_GENs/as, tCMV_SGIs/as and tCMV_SGIIs/as were 

also employed in RT-PCRs with the RNAs of all isolates to test their effectiveness and specificity. The 
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generic primers tCMV_GENs/as generated expected fragments of about 270 bp for all isolates, while 

the subgroup specific primers tCMV_SGIs/as induced fragments of roughly 630 bp in the twenty 

isolates grouped into subgroup I based on CP gene sequences and CMV_SGIIs/as produced fragments 

of approximately 670 bp in the remaining nine isolates classified in subgroup II resting upon CP gene 

sequences.  

2.4.4  Luminex assay for CMV detection and subgroup discrimination  

Fig. 2.3 Results of the Luminex assay. The tests were conducted against CMV in general, against subgroup I and 
II of CMV and against a plant internal control. Plant material infected with 29 CMV isolates was used as well as 
healthy plant material and water as negative controls. The median fluorescence intensity (MFI) was measured. The 
threshold for all tests was set at two times the MFI value of the water control of the tNad5 test (dashed line).  

All TSPE primers were used together with the pre-amplification products in TSPE reactions.  Their 

products were hybridized to the seven MagPlex-TAG Microspheres MTAG-A064, MTAG-A039, 

MTAG-A075, MTAG-A042, MTAG-A053, MTAG-A019 and MTAG-A043 and the hybridization mix 

was then analyzed in three independent Luminex tests. The tCMV_GENas TSPE primer allowed the 

detection of all 29 CMV isolates together with bead MTAG-A039. The threshold was exceeded in all 

cases (light grey columns in Fig. 2.3). The subgroup specific TSPE primers tCMV_SGIas and 

tCMV_SGIIas together with the microspheres MTAG-A042 and MTAG-A019 successfully identified 

and distinguished between most subgroup I and II isolates. Nineteen out of the 20 isolates classified into 

subgroup I based on CP gene sequences were detected. Only for isolate PV-0185 the threshold was not 

exceeded (black columns in Fig. 2.3). In the subgroup II test all nine isolates classified into subgroup II 

due to CP gene sequences could be identified (dark grey columns in Fig. 2.3). All plant samples 

including the CMV infected plants and the healthy plant were recognized in the plant internal control 

test by the tNad5 TSPE primer together with bead MTAG-A043 (white columns in Fig. 2.3). As a 

threshold for all tests two times the MFI value of the water control of the tNad5 test was selected, 
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because this sample showed the highest MFI value of all the healthy plant and water controls. The values 

of the other tests were comparable, but were left out of the figure for the sake of clarity (dashed line in 

Fig. 2.3). The other three TSPE primers (tCMV_GENs, tCMV_SGIs and tCMV_SGIIs) did not generate 

satisfactory results in Luminex tests for CMV detection and subgroup discrimination (data not shown). 

But this was not necessary, as one primer is sufficient for the TSPE reaction and the following Luminex 

test.  

 

2.5  Discussion 

All 29 CMV isolates infected N. benthamiana plants causing either no symptoms at all or visible 

symptoms of different severity. Most of the subgroup I isolates caused symptoms except for isolates 

PV-0189 and PV-0185 while most of the subgroup II isolates provoked symptomless infections except 

for isolate PV-0418. These findings are supported by Carrère et al. (1999) who stated that subgroup I 

strains usually cause severe symptoms, while subgroup II strains show reduced virulence and induce 

milder symptoms.  

The CP genes of all the isolates were cloned and sequenced. From these sequences the subgrouping of 

the isolates and their phylogenetic relationship was derived. Of course this classification only takes the 

CP gene on RNA 3 into consideration. CMV RNAs can have independent evolutionary histories with 

reassortments of their RNAs occurring between CMV subgroups and also between Cucumovirus species 

(Nouri et al., 2014; Roossinck, 2002; White et al., 1995). Additionally, recombinations of parts of a 

RNA are also possible between CMV subgroups (Bonnet et al., 2005). This means that RNA 1, 2 and 

parts of RNA 3 could belong to a different subgroup than the sequenced CP gene. Here the classification 

according to the CP gene is sufficient, because for the TSPE reaction primers were used in the region of 

the CP gene and the antibodies for the ELISA also interact with the capsid formed by CPs. The obtained 

sequences of 27 isolates were entered into the GenBank and accession numbers assigned. For two of the 

investigated isolates (PV-0418 and PV-0187) CP gene sequences already exist in GenBank. Our 

sequences differed from these in the three nucleotide positions 19, 223 and 415 (A instead of C, C 

instead of A and G instead of A) of the CP gene of PV-0418 and in the four positions 89, 253, 429 and 

654 (T instead of C or C instead of T) of PV-0187 leading to three (PV-0418) or two amino acid 

substitutions in the CP (PV-0187), respectively. These single nucleotide polymorphisms could be 

inherent to the virus populations of these isolates or they could be a result of RT-PCR or sequencing 

errors. Following the quasispecies concept for viruses, mutations always occur so that single viruses can 

have varying sequences with single nucleotide polymorphisms prevailing (Eigen, 1993).  

From the obtained CP gene sequences and already existing RNA 1 and 3 sequences from GenBank a 

molecular assay using the Luminex xTAG technology was successfully developed. This assay reliably 

detected all 29 CMV isolates. It successfully discriminated between the virus’ subgroups I and II placing 

almost all isolates into one of the subgroups as predicted by their CP gene sequences. Only one isolate 

could not be classified into a subgroup using this technique. Isolate PV-0185 did not react with any of 

the subgroup specific primers in the Luminex test. This happened although the subgroup I specific TSPE 

primers (tCMV_SGIs/as) showed almost complete congruence of the virus-specific part to the sequence 

of the CP gene region of this isolate. In addition, RT-PCR experiments with these primers also produced 

the expected amplicon for this isolate. Our test can be compared with the CMV microarray of Deyong 

et al. (2005). They developed a hybridization microarray on a glass slide for CMV detection allowing 
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also the distinction of subgroups I and II and furthermore of the subgroups IA and IB. Fourteen CMV 

isolates were detected and grouped into either subgroup I or II and these results were confirmed by a 

subgroup specific ELISA. Most subgroup I isolates could be further divided into subgroups IA and IB 

except for one isolate. For our study the classification into subgroup IA and IB was not of interest, 

because these two subgroups only differ in geographic distribution and not in virulence and 

symptomatology (Roossinck, 2002; Lin et al., 2003).  

The results of our Luminex test were supported by the subgroup specific ELISA. Isolates were grouped 

into the same subgroup I or II, respectively, in the ELISA as well as in the Luminex test. Also isolate 

PV-0185 could not be classified into any of the subgroups by an ELISA as it did not react with any of 

the antibodies. The same applies to isolate PV-0189 which was allocated to subgroup I in the Luminex 

test. The CP gene sequences of these two isolates were compared with the other isolates’ sequences and 

one distinct deviation was identified. At nucleotide positions 34 to 36 the CP gene of the two isolates 

contains the codon AGC instead of AAC leading to an amino acid substitution of serine instead of 

asparagine at amino acid position 13 of the coat protein. Isolate PV-0835 reacted with the subgroup I 

specific antibodies but fell short of the threshold. Here sequence alignments reveal a unique amino acid 

substitution of methionine instead of leucine at position 135 of the CP resulting from the codon ATG 

instead of CTG at positions 400 to 402 of the CP gene. These amino acid changes might affect one of 

the ten epitopes Hsu et al. (2000) identified on CMV virions using monoclonal antibodies. Some of 

these epitopes are generic and will be found on most CMV isolates, while others are subgroup or even 

strain specific. Single isolates might have further mutated epitopes prohibiting detection by certain 

antibodies. Hsu et al. (2000) found that seven out of 109 tested CMV isolates (6 %) did not react with 

subgroup specific antibodies in ELISA experiments, which is similar to our value of 7 % (two out of 29 

isolates). So it is not unusual that some CMV isolates do not interact with subgroup specific antibodies. 

Furthermore, the point mutations leading to amino acid substitutions in the CP might indeed explain 

why isolates PV-0185 and PV-0189 were not detected in the ELISA experiments and why isolate PV-

0835 only reacted slightly with subgroup I specific antibodies. The amino acid substitution in the CP of 

isolates PV-0185 and PV-0189 could also be the reason for the failure to cause symptoms.  

The developed Luminex xTAG test for CMV can be combined with already existing plant pathogen 

tests using this platform (van Brunschot et al, 2014a; van Brunschot et al., 2014b) and others that will 

be devised in the future to create assays for certain crops detecting their most important pathogens 

similar to the respiratory virus panel test of Mahony et al. (2007) which screens for 20 different human 

respiratory viruses and their subtypes. Lim et al. (2016) designed such a test revealing the infection and 

co-infection of lily plants with the three viruses CMV, Lily mottle virus (LMoV) and Lily symptomless 

virus (LSV). In theory the Luminex xTAG technology would allow the simultaneous detection and 

distinction of 500 targets with the supplied 500 distinct microspheres and their specific anti-tags. But in 

practice this will not be realizable, because of multiplexing limits of RT-PCRs. However, a test for the 

20 most important diseases of a crop similar to the one described by Mahony et al. (2007) for human 

pathogens would already be a substantial progress compared to current methods.  
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3.1  Abstract 

Different isolates of Cucumber mosaic virus express symptoms of varying intensity and appearance on 

Nicotiana benthamiana plants. Full-length clones of four isolates belonging to the three subgroups IA, 

IB and II and differing in symptomatology were created. These full-length clones were infectious and 

caused the same symptoms as the original isolates. The nucleotide sequences of the three RNAs of the 

four clones were determined, phylogenetically analyzed and published in the GenBank of the NCBI. 

Three clones infected Cucumis sativus plants and caused mosaic symptoms on the cultivars 

Vorgebirgstrauben and Delikatess. Pseudorecombinants of the four isolates were investigated to localize 

the determinants for their varying symptomatology. For isolate PV-0474 the determinant for shoestring-

like leaf deformations on N. benthamiana was located on RNA1. All three RNAs of isolate PV-0036 

alone with the remaining two RNAs of the mild isolate PV-0184 were able to trigger severe chlorosis 

on N. benthamiana. While for the stunted growth phenotype of N. benthamiana induced by isolate PV-

0506 a combination with more than one of its RNAs seems to be essential.  

 

3.2  Introduction 

Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) belongs to the genus Cucumovirus in the family Bromoviridae (Bujarski 

et al., 2012). With more than 1,000 species in 85 families affected, it has one of the widest host ranges 

of plant viruses and is distributed worldwide (Roossinck, 2001). Many different crop plants are hosts of 

this virus, so that it is among the ten economically most important plant viruses (Rybicki, 2015; 

Scholthof et al., 2011). It is spread by more than 80 species of aphids in a nonpersistent manner 

(Gallitelli, 2000), by the plant parasitic dodder (Cuscuta spp.) (Schmelzer, 1957), with varying success 

through seeds (Palukaitis et al., 1992; Yang et al., 1997) and mechanically. The genome is composed of 

three linear plus-sense single-stranded genomic RNAs, denominated RNA1, RNA2 and RNA3, which 

are indispensable for infection. RNA1 consist of about 3,400 nucleotides, RNA2 of approximately 3,000 

nucleotides and RNA3 of roughly 2,200 nucleotides (Gould and Symons, 1982; Rezaian et al., 1984; 

Rezaian et al., 1985). The 5’ ends of the RNAs have a cap and the 3’ ends a tRNA-like structure 

(Ahlquist et al., 1981; Symons, 1975). Also two major subgenomic RNAs (RNA4 and RNA4A) are 

synthesized (Ding et al., 1994; Schwinghamer and Symons, 1977). The 110 kDa 1a protein with a 

putative methyltransferase and RNA helicase activity is translated from the monocistronic RNA1 

(Habili and Symons, 1989; Rozanov et al., 1992). RNA2 encodes the 98 kDa 2a protein, which is the 

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), and the 15 kDa 2b protein on the subgenomic RNA4A, 

which is a suppressor of gene silencing and plays a role in virus transport (Guo and Ding, 2002; Hayes 

and Buck, 1990).  RNA3  is  also  bicistronic  encoding  the 30  kDa  3a  protein,  which  is  the  movement 
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protein (MP), and the 25 kDa 3b protein, which is the coat protein (CP) translated from the subgenomic 

RNA4 (Ding et al., 1995; van Regenmortel et al., 1972). Both the MP and the CP are necessary for virus 

movement (Suzuki et al., 1991). For aphid transmission determinants are located in the CP (Chen and 

Francki, 1990). The genomic and subgenomic RNAs are distributed over three icosahedral particles 

(Peden and Symons, 1973). These particles have a diameter of 30 nm and consist of RNAs and 180 

copies of the CP (Finch et al., 1967). Based on serology, nucleic acid hybridization and peptide mapping 

of the CP CMV can be differentiated into the two subgroups I and II (Devergne and Cardin, 1975; 

Edwards and Gonsalves, 1983; Owen and Palukaitis, 1988; Palukaitis et al., 1992). Further subdivision 

of subgroup I into subgroups IA and IB can be achieved on the basis of nucleic acid sequences 

(Roossinck et al., 1999). Subgroups I and II vary in severity of symptoms and in virulence. Subgroup I 

isolates in general cause stronger symptoms and are more virulent (Carrère et al., 1999; Wang et al., 

2002). Subgroups IA and IB do not differ in virulence and severity of symptoms, but they have different 

geographic distributions with subgroup IB isolates being mainly found in Asia (Lin et al., 2003; 

Roossinck, 2002). Reassortment of the RNAs occurs between the different subgroups and also between 

Cucumovirus species (Chen et al., 2007; Nouri et al., 2014; Roossinck, 2002; White et al., 1995). 

Recombination of parts of different RNAs is also possible between the subgroups (Bonnet et al., 2005; 

Carrère et al., 1999; Nouri et al., 2014). Most infected host species develop systemic mosaic symptoms, 

leaf deformation, stunted growth, chlorosis or necrosis. The severity of symptoms depends on the host 

species, its genotype (e.g. cultivar), the CMV subgroup and also isolate as well as on environmental 

conditions varying from no symptoms at all to complete systemic necrosis even leading to plant death 

(Jacquemond, 2012; Palukaitis et al., 1992). Some CMV strains can contain satellite RNAs that either 

aggravate or ameliorate the symptoms caused by their helper CMV strain (Kaper and Tousignant, 1984; 

Piazzolla et al., 1998; Sleat et al., 1994).  

In this study infectious full-length clones of four CMV isolates belonging to all three subgroups (IA, IB 

and II) and expressing symptoms of different severity and appearance were created. These isolates were 

selected from 29 CMV isolates obtained from the Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of 

Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ, Germany). The full-length clones were characterized on 

different host plants concerning their infectivity and symptomatology. Additionally, the nucleotide 

sequences of all three genomic RNAs of all four clones were determined. Artificial reassortants, called 

pseudorecombinants, were created by mixing the cloned RNAs of the different infectious full-length 

clones to investigate the symptom determinants of the three symptomatic isolates on Nicotiana 

benthamiana and Cucumis sativus plants.  

 

3.3  Materials and Methods 

3.3.1  Virus specimens  

The four cloned CMV isolates were part of 29 CMV isolates obtained from the DSMZ as infected, dried 

plant material. This material was used to mechanically inoculate healthy N. benthamiana plants using 

phosphate buffer (0.05 M KH2PO4, 0.05 M Na2HPO4, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM Na-DIECA) with celite and 

charcoal. The inoculated plants were kept in a greenhouse and monitored for symptom expression. The 

three isolates PV-0506, PV-0474 and PV-0036 developed strong but different symptoms while isolate 

PV-0184 was symptomless. These four isolates were used for further experiments. About two weeks 

after inoculation total RNA was extracted from inoculated plants and screened for RNA of CMV by RT-
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PCR. Information about the origin of the four cloned isolates (host plant, country of origin and provider) 

was supplied by the DSMZ (Table 3.1). 

Table 3.1 CMV isolates from the DSMZ. Information about the host plant, the country of origin and the provider 
was given by the DSMZ for most isolates. The symptomatology, the subgrouping according to genomic 
sequences and the accession numbers are results of this study.  
CMV 
isolate 

Host plant Country 
of origin 

Provider Symptoms on 
N. benthamiana 

Subgroup Accession numbers 

PV-0506 
Solanum 
lycopersicum 

China K.H. Hellwald stunted growth IB 
KX525728 (RNA1) 
KX525732 (RNA2) 
KX525736 (RNA3) 

PV-0474 
Cucumis 
melo 

Spain L. Arteaga shoestring leaves IB 
KX525729 (RNA1) 
KX525733 (RNA2) 
KX525737 (RNA3) 

PV-0184 Capsicum sp. Australia R.I.B. Francki No II 
KX525730 (RNA1) 
KX525734 (RNA2) 
KX525738 (RNA3) 

PV-0036 unknown unknown W.C. Price severe chlorosis IA 
KX525731 (RNA1) 
KX525735 (RNA2) 
KX525739 (RNA3) 

3.3.2  Nucleic acid extraction  

Total RNA was extracted from healthy control plants and from plants inoculated either with the four 

isolates or their full-length clones as well as their pseudorecombinants using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit 

(Qiagen, Germany) following the kit’s instructions.  

3.3.3  Primer design 

Table 3.2 Characteristics of the primers used in this study. Sequences complementary to pDIVA are italicized. 
Name Sequence (5’-3’) Length [nts] 
CMV_CPs TATGGATGCTTCTCCGCGA 19 
CMV_CPas TCCAACTCAGCTCCCGCCA 19 

CMV1s 
AGGAAGTTCATTTCATTTGGAGAGG-
GTTTATTTACAAGAGCGTACGGTTCAATCCC 

56 

CMV2s 
AGGAAGTTCATTTCATTTGGAGAGG-
GTTTATTTACAAGAGCGTACGGTTCAAC 

53 

CMV3s 
AGGAAGTTCATTTCATTTGGAGAGG-
GTAATCTTACCACTGTGTGTGTGCG 

50 

CMV123as GAGATGCCATGCCGACCC-TGGTCTCCTTKDRGAGRCCC 38 
CMV1Ms GAATGGGACGTGATATCATC 20 
CMV1Mas GATGATATCACGTCCCATTC 20 

CMV1M+Vs 
AGGAAGTTCATTTCATTTGGAGAGG-
GAATGGGACGTGATATCATCAGC 

48 

CMV1M+Vas GAGATGCCATGCCGACCC-GCTGATGATATCACGTCCCATTC 41 
Papa CCTCTCCAAATGAAATGAACTTCCTTATATAG 32 
Mama GGGTCGGCATGGCATCTCCACCTCCTC 27 
Seq_35S CCAACCACGTCTTCAAAGCAAGTG 24 
J2 CCCTTATCTGGGAACTACTCACAC 24 
CMV1Seqs CATGTCTTATGTTCATGATTGGGAG 25 
CMV1Seqas CAGTCGGACATTCATTAAGTAGGAC 25 
CMV1seq2as CATCTTGTGGGCTACGGAATGTG 23 
CMV2Seqs GCTACTGATCGTGTTGATATCAATTTAG 28 
CMV2Seqas TCAACAAAGCTCATGAAGTGAGC 23 
CMV2seq2as GATCAATTCGCACTGACGACGATC 24 
CMV3Seqs GAGGAATTAAATGTTGAGAGCCCTC 25 
CMVII1Seqs GAGGAATCCACGATGTCTTATG 22 
CMVII1Seqas CACAACTGACCAAAGTGCAAC 21 
CMVII2Seqs ATGTAGTTCAAGCCGTTTG 19 
CMVII3Seqas TTAAGAGTGGGACGACCA 18 
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Primers were designed according to alignments of available sequences of the three RNAs of CMV using 

the software CLC Main Workbench (CLC bio, Denmark). The characteristics of the primers are listed 

in Table 3.2. Primers CMV_CPs/as lead to the amplification of the CMV CP gene with surrounding 

nucleotides and were used to screen for the presence of CMV in RT-PCR tests. The primers contain an 

additional thymidine at their 5’-ends. The primers CMV1s down to Mama were used for the cloning of 

the three RNAs of the four isolates into a binary vector (see below). Therefore, some of the primers 

consist of a virus-specific part and a vector-specific part given in italics in Table 3.2. Primer CMV123as 

is partly degenerated. The vector-specific primers Seq_35S and J2 were used for amplification of viral 

inserts for later sequencing. The remaining primers were used for sequencing.  

3.3.4  Cloning and sequencing of the RNAs 

Purified RNA from healthy control plants and from inoculated plants was used for cDNA synthesis with 

primer CMV123as allowing the transcription of all three CMV RNAs into cDNA by incubating 4 µl 

water, 2 µl purified RNA, 1 µl primer CMV123as (10 µM) and 0.5 µl dNTP mix (10 mM each; Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, USA) at 99 °C for 3 min, followed by rapid cooling on ice and addition of 0.5 µl 

RevertAid Reverse Transcriptase (20 U/µl; Thermo Fisher Scientific), 2 µl 5X Reaction Buffer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) and incubation at 42 °C for 60 min. Subsequently, the cDNA was used in PCRs with 

primers CMV123as and either primer CMV1s, CMV2s or CMV3s (each at a concentration of 10 µM) 

for amplification of cDNA from RNA1, RNA2 or RNA3, respectively. The PCR reaction mix consisted 

of 10 µl Phusion Flash High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 6 µl water, 2 µl 

cDNA, 1 µl primer CMV123as and 1 µl of either primer CMV1s, CMV2s or CMV3s. The PCR program 

was composed of one cycle for 15 s at 98 °C, 34 cycles of 5 s at 98 °C, 5 s at 50 °C and 60 s at 72 °C 

and a final extension for 5 min at 72 °C. PCR products were analyzed by gel electrophoresis after adding 

4 µl loading buffer (37.5 % glycerol, 0.2 % bromophenol blue, 125X GelRed (Biotium, USA)) and 

expected fragments of about 3.4 kb for RNA1, 3.0 kb for RNA2 or 2.2 kb for RNA3 were excised from 

the agarose gels and eluted using the NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up Kit (Macherey-Nagel, 

Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The PCR fragments of RNA1 to RNA3 of all four 

isolates were introduced into a modified mini binary vector (Xiang et al., 1999) called pDIVA (accession 

number KX665539; see Fig. 8.1 in Addendum for vector map) by Gibson Assembly (Gibson et al., 

2009) through the overlapping vector sequences added to the primers CMV1s, CMV2s, CMV3s and 

CMV123as. For this purpose, the mini binary vector was amplified by PCR with the primers Papa and 

Mama under conditions like above with the annealing temperature increased to 60 °C and the elongation 

period prolonged to 75 s in all cycles. After gel electrophoresis the corresponding fragment of about 

4.3 kb was purified. The purified vector fragment and one of the PCR fragments were assembled and 

transformed into Escherichia coli strain NM522 following the procedure of Hanahan (1983). 

Transformants were identified by resistance to kanamycin. Plasmids were subsequently isolated from 

bacteria and checked for inserted PCR fragments by PCR with primers Seq_35S and J2 binding at the 

CaMV 35S promoter region and at the CaMV pA-signal sequence, respectively. The PCR reaction mix 

consisted of 5 µl FastGene Taq ReadyMix (NIPPON Genetics EUROPE, Germany), 3 µl water, 1 µl 

DNA, 0.5 µl primer Seq_35S and 0.5 µl primer J2. The PCR program was composed of one cycle of 3 

min at 95 °C, 30 cycles of 30 s at 95 °C, 30 s at 53 °C and 4 min at 72 °C and a final extension for 5 min 

at 72 °C. Reaction products of 3.7 kb for RNA1, 3.3 kb for RNA2 and 2.5 kb for RNA3 were confirmed 

by gel electrophoresis after adding 2 µl loading buffer. Plasmids with PCR fragments of the expected 

size were amplified with Phusion Flash High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix as described above with an 
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annealing temperature of 60 °C, an elongation period of 60 s and primers Seq_35S and J2. An aliquot 

of 5 µl of the PCR products was analyzed by gel electrophoresis after adding 1 µl loading buffer. The 

residual PCR products were purified with SureClean Plus (Bioline, UK) and sequenced with the primers 

used in the PCR at Seqlab Sequence Laboratories Göttingen (Germany). This cloning strategy worked 

for all RNAs of all isolates except for RNA1 of isolate PV-0184. This single RNA had to be cloned in 

two steps. As a first step the 5’-end half and the 3’-end half of the RNA were transcribed, amplified and 

introduced into pDIVA vector individually. For cDNA synthesis under conditions like above the primer 

CMV123as for the 3’-end half and the primer CMV1M+Vas for the 5’-end half were used. The PCR 

was performed as described above with the annealing temperature set at 62 °C and the elongation period 

decreased to 40 s. As primers the combinations of CMV1s and CMV1M+Vas for the 5’-end half and 

CMV1M+Vs and CMV123as for the 3’-end half were used. After gel electrophoresis the two 

corresponding fragments each of about 1.7 kb were eluted and introduced into the vector, which was 

then transformed into bacteria. As a second step positively selected vectors (PCR as above) containing 

either the 5’- or the 3’-end half of the RNA from the first step were assembled by a new round of PCR, 

Gibson Assembly and transformation to obtain a vector with the full RNA1 of PV-0184. Two PCRs 

were performed as above with the annealing temperature at 60 °C and the elongation period set at 90 s. 

In one PCR the vector containing the 5’-end half of the RNA was inserted together with primers Mama 

and CMV1Mas leading to the amplification of the complete vector with the inserted part of the RNA. 

In the other PCR the vector containing the 3’-end half of the RNA was applied together with primers 

CMV1Ms and CMV123as leading to the amplification of only the integrated part of the RNA. Because 

the primers had overlapping sequences, the PCR products could be assembled by Gibson Assembly to 

yield the complete RNA1 in the pDIVA vector. This vector with the RNA1 of PV-0184 was transformed 

into bacteria, propagated, isolated, analyzed by PCR and sequenced as described above. Because 

sequencing with the primers Seq_35S and J2 did not cover the complete cloned RNAs, further 

sequencing had to be performed with the additional primers CMV1Seqs, CMV1Seqas and CMV1seq2as 

for RNA1, CMV2Seqs, CMV2Seqas and CMV2seq2as for RNA2 and CMV3Seqs for RNA3 of isolates 

PV-0506, PV-0474 and PV-0036 as well as the primers CMVII1Seqs and CMVII1Seqas for RNA1, 

CMVII2Seqs for RNA2 and CMVII3Seqas for RNA3 of isolate PV-0184. Finally, contigs of all RNAs 

were assembled from the individual sequence files. 

3.3.5  Electroporation of Rhizobium radiobacter and infiltration of N. benthamiana plants 

Mixtures of plasmids containing the three cloned RNAs of each isolate were prepared and transferred 

into Rhizobium radiobacter strain GV2260 by electroporation (Mattanovich et al., 1989). An electric 

pulse of 1.44 kV was applied, cells were moved into 1 ml SOC medium and incubated at 28 °C for three 

hours. Aliquots of 100 µl were spread on LB plates containing 50 µg/ml kanamycin sulfate and 

incubated at 28 °C for about 48 hours. Because all three genomic RNAs are necessary for infection with 

CMV, the infiltration protocol by Zilian and Maiss (2011) and Voinnet et al. (2003) had to be adapted. 

A mix of the bacteria with all three plasmids of each isolate was created by directly rinsing the bacteria 

from the LB plates with 12 ml inoculation buffer (10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MES, 100 μM 

acetosyringone). The bacterial suspension was then infiltrated into the lower surface of the upper leaves 

of 4 to 5 weeks old N. benthamiana plants using a 2 ml syringe without needle. In the same way 

pseudorecombinants were created by mixing the plasmids with RNAs of different isolates before 

electroporation and infiltration. Plants were kept in the greenhouse and monitored for symptom 

expression. To confirm the presence of CMV, RNA was extracted from plants and RT-PCRs with a 
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standard cDNA synthesis and FastGene Taq ReadyMix were performed using the primers CMV_CPs/as 

and the procedures described in 3.3.4 with an annealing temperature of 53 °C and an elongation period 

of 1 min followed by gel electrophoresis. This was essential to verify the systemic infectivity of the 

symptomless original isolate PV-0184 and its full-length clone as well as of the symptomless 

pseudorecombinants.  

3.3.6  Propagation of isolates and clones and their infectivity on C. sativus  

The four CMV isolates and viruses derived from infectious full-length clones were propagated on N. 

benthamiana plants by mechanical inoculation and also on the different C. sativus cultivars 

Vorgebirgstrauben, Delikatess, Bimbostar F1, Darina and Picolino (seeds of Bimbostar F1 from TOM-

GARTEN, Germany, seeds of the other cultivars from Bruno Nebelung, Germany). Two to four 

cucumber plants (primary leaf stage) were inoculated per clone. Plants were kept in the greenhouse and 

symptom development was observed. Inoculated plants were checked for CMV by RNA extraction and 

RT-PCR as described in 3.3.5.  

3.3.7  Pseudorecombinants of the four isolates 

Pseudorecombinants of the four CMV isolates were generated by mixing the plasmids containing the 

cloned RNAs of different isolates. Because the isolate PV-0184 was symptomless on N. benthamiana 

and did not infect C. sativus plants, it was used as the basis of the experiments. This isolate contributed 

two cloned RNAs to the pseudorecombinants, which was supplemented by a third cloned RNA from 

one of the three symptom inducing isolates. The pseudorecombinants are denoted with a three number 

code after the isolate background of their RNA1 (1st number), RNA2 (2nd number) and RNA3 (3rd 

number). A “1” stands for isolate PV-0184, a “3” for PV-0036, a “4” for PV-0474 and a “5” for PV-0506. 

For example, the pseudorecombinant denominated 511 consisted of RNA1 from PV-0506 and both 

RNA2 as well as RNA3 from PV-0184 (Table 3.3). As an exception pseudorecombinant 144 was created 

containing only RNA1 of PV-0184 and both RNA2 as well as RNA3 of PV-0474.  

3.3.8  Semi-quantitative enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 

The approximate virus titers of the full-length clones and the pseudorecombinants 411 and 144 in 

N. benthamiana plants were determined by a semi-quantitative ELISA. The assay format was a Double 

Antibody Sandwich (DAS)-ELISA (Clark and Adams, 1977) with antibodies against CMV DTL/ToRS 

(07108S) corresponding to both subgroups I and II of CMV from LOEWE Biochemica (Germany) 

following the instructions of the manufacturer with some minor adaptations. The test volume was 

reduced to 100 µl per well. Samples were prepared by grinding 100 mg plant material in 600 µl Sample 

Buffer (PBS-TPO), centrifuging for 2 min at 13,000 rpm and transferring 150 µl of supernatant into new 

reaction tubes containing 750 µl sample buffer. Nunc-Immuno 96-well MaxiSorp plates (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) were utilized. An alkaline phosphatase coupled to the second antibody converts 4-

nitrophenylphosphate into the yellow colored 4-nitrophenol. This color development was measured in a 

spectrophotometer at 405 nm after two hours with two repetitions. 
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3.4  Results 

3.4.1  Infectivity and symptomatology of the CMV isolates and CMV derived from full-length clones 

 
Fig. 3.1 N. benthamiana plants displaying symptoms of CMV infection with isolate PV-0506 causing stunted 
growth (A), isolate PV-0474 inducing leaf deformations (B) with shoestring leaves (C), symptomless isolate PV-
0184 (D), isolate PV-0036 triggering severe chlorosis (E) and a healthy plant for comparison (F).  

About one week after inoculation N. benthamiana plants developed symptoms in the case of 19 of the 

29 CMV isolates from the DSMZ. The other ten isolates were symptomless, but the presence of viral 

RNA was verified by RT-PCR and gel electrophoresis (see Part 2.4). Four of the isolates were selected 

for further investigations, because they caused either severe symptoms in the case of the three isolates 

PV-0506, PV-0474 and PV-0036 or no symptoms (isolate PV-0184). Isolate PV-0506 of subgroup IB 

lead predominantly to stunted plant growth (Fig. 3.1A), isolate PV-0474 of subgroup IB triggered leaf 

deformations with shoestring leaves (Fig. 3.1B and C), isolate PV-0036 of subgroup IA induced severe 

chlorosis (Fig. 3.1E) and isolate PV-0184 of subgroup II was symptomless on infected N. benthamiana 

plants (Fig. 3.1D). RNAs of the four isolates were extracted, transcribed, amplified and successfully 

cloned into pDIVA. With R. radiobacter the cloned RNAs could be propagated and infiltrated in 

N. benthamiana plants. The cloned RNAs were part of the vector T-DNAs that were transferred by the 

bacteria into plant cells in which the viral genes were transiently expressed. When all three cloned RNAs 

of an isolate or of a pseudorecombinant were used together for infiltration, viral replication was induced 

in plant cells from the cloned and transferred RNAs with the help of transiently expressed viral proteins 

from these RNAs and host proteins. Infections were triggered by the three cloned RNAs of all four 

isolates confirmed by symptom development and/or RNA extraction and RT-PCR. So infectious full-

length clones of the four isolates were created that consist of three pDIVA vectors for each isolate 

encoding its three genomic RNAs. These full-length clones induced the same symptoms on 
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N. benthamiana plants as the original isolates: stunted plant growth for the clone of PV-0506, leaf 

deformations with shoestring leaves for the clone of PV-0474, severe chlorosis for the clone of PV-0036 

and no symptoms for the clone of PV-0184 (Fig. 3.1).  

The original isolates and the full-length clones of PV-0506, PV-0474 and PV-0036 successfully infected 

the C. sativus cultivars Vorgebirgstrauben and Delikatess and caused mosaic symptoms (Fig. 3.2). Other 

cultivars like Bimbostar F1, Darina and Picolino were less successfully (PV-0506) or not at all (PV-

0474 and PV-0036) systemically infected. Isolate and clone PV-0184 did not cause a systemic infection 

on any tested C. sativus cultivar. N. benthamiana plants had been inoculated at the same time and were 

tested positively for PV-0184 by RT-PCR and gel electrophoresis to confirm that the inoculation 

procedure worked.  

 
Fig. 3.2 Mosaic symptoms on C. sativus cultivar Vorgebirgstrauben induced by CMV full-length clone PV-0474 
(A) and a healthy plant for comparison (B).  

3.4.2  Sequencing of the cloned RNAs and phylogenetic analysis of the full-length clones 

The complete sequences of all three RNAs of all four infectious full-length clones of the CMV isolates 

PV-0506, PV-0474, PV-0184 and PV-0036 were determined. This was achieved in a step wise approach 

for each RNA. The sequencing files were assembled to the full RNAs and sequences published in 

GenBank (Table 3.1). For the phylogenetic analysis of the isolates, alignments of each RNA of all four 

isolates, of reference CMV strains of the three subgroups and of Peanut stunt virus isolate PSV ER 

(accession number U15728) were created. Reference CMV strains for subgrouping were: Tfn for 

subgroup IB (accession number Y16924), Fny for subgroup IA (accession number NC_002034) and LS 

for subgroup II (accession number AF416899). From these alignments phylogenetic trees were created 
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with the software MEGA6 (Tamura et al., 2013) using the Neighbor-Joining method (Saitou and Nei, 

1987) with 2,000 bootstrap replications (Felsenstein, 1985) and the evolutionary distances determined 

as number of base substitutions per site using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method (Tamura et 

al., 2004). PSV ER served as an outgroup. The classification of the four cloned isolates was the same 

according to the phylogenetic analysis of all three RNAs. The results for RNA1 are shown in Fig. 3.3, 

while the grouping looks the same for the other two RNAs with only the bootstrap and branch length 

values differing (data not shown). Isolates PV-0506 and PV-0474 belong to subgroup IB, isolate PV-

0036 to subgroup IA and isolate PV-0184 to subgroup II and no reassortment of RNAs from different 

subgroups could be observed.  

 
Fig. 3.3 Relationship of the four CMV full-length clones, reference strains of CMV and PSV ER as outgroup. 
Only the classification according to RNA1 is shown here, but for the other two RNAs the grouping looks the same 
with only the bootstrap and branch length values varying. The optimal tree with the sum of branch length = 
0.83043244 was inferred using the Neighbor-Joining method in MEGA6. Bootstrap values (2,000 replicates) are 
shown next to the branches. The tree is drawn to scale and the evolutionary distances were computed as number 
of base substitutions per site using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method. There were a total of 3,242 
positions in the final dataset with all positions containing gaps and missing data being eliminated. 

3.4.3  Studies of pseudorecombinants of the cloned CMV isolates 

Table 3.3 Pseudorecombinants of the four CMV isolates with their denotations, the backgrounds of their RNAs 
and the induced symptoms on N. benthamiana and C. sativus. Pseudorecombinant 144 was not tested on C. 
sativus.  
Denotation RNA1 

background 
RNA2 
background 

RNA3 
background 

Symptoms on 
N. benthamiana 

Symptoms 
on C. sativus 

511 PV-0506 PV-0184 PV-0184 Mosaic Non 
151 PV-0184 PV-0506 PV-0184 Mosaic Non 
115 PV-0184 PV-0184 PV-0506 Non Mosaic 
411 PV-0474 PV-0184 PV-0184 Deformation Mosaic 
141 PV-0184 PV-0474 PV-0184 Mosaic Non 
114 PV-0184 PV-0184 PV-0474 Mosaic Mosaic 
311 PV-0036 PV-0184 PV-0184 Chlorosis Mosaic 
131 PV-0184 PV-0036 PV-0184 Chlorosis Mosaic 
113 PV-0184 PV-0184 PV-0036 Chlorosis Mosaic 
144 PV-0184 PV-0474 PV-0474 Non Not tested 

As listed in Table 3.3 all pseudorecombinants infected N. benthamiana and C. sativus plants and most 

of them produced symptoms. On N. benthamiana only the pseudorecombinants 115 and 144 did not 
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induce symptoms, while on C. sativus the pseudorecombinants 511, 151 and 141 were symptomless. 

RNA of all pseudorecombinants was detected in plants of both species. For N. benthamiana almost all 

inoculated plants were infected with the pseudorecombinants, while the percentage of infected C. sativus 

plants varied for the different pseudorecombinants. Some infected almost all plants and others only a 

single plant. On N. benthamiana the pseudorecombinant 411 led to leaf deformations with shoestring 

leaves similar to those found for the original isolate and clone PV-0474. Severe chloroses similar to 

those found for the original isolate and clone PV-0036 were generated by the three pseudorecombinants 

311, 131 and 113. On C. sativus mosaic symptoms of differing severity were caused. 

Pseudorecombinants 511 and 151 caused only mild mosaic symptoms on N. benthamiana. 

Pseudorecombinant 144 was only tested on N. benthamiana to further investigate the role of RNA1 for 

leaf deformations caused by isolate PV-0474 on this plant species.  

3.4.4  Semi-quantitative ELISA 

With the semi-quantitative ELISA, the virus titers were assessed. Values of virus-infected samples were 

significantly distinguishable from samples of healthy control plants. High titers were observed for isolate 

PV-0474, median titers for the pseudorecombinants 411 and 144 and low titers for PV-0184 (data not 

shown). This indicates that pseudorecombinants 411 and 144 possibly replicate to a higher extend in 

N. benthamiana plants than the isolate PV-0184 but to a lower extend than the isolate PV-0474.  

 

3.5  Discussion 

Infectious full-length clones of the four CMV isolates PV-0506, PV-0474, PV-0036 and PV-0184 were 

successfully established. Phylogenetic analyses of their nucleotide sequences revealed that each of them 

belongs to one of the three CMV subgroups (IA, IB and II). This classification was identical for all three 

RNAs, therefore, no reassortment and recombination events between RNAs of different subgroups were 

observed. Isolates PV-0506 and PV-0474 belong to subgroup IB, isolate PV-0036 to subgroup IA and 

isolate PV-0184 to subgroup II. CMV derived from the full-length clones induced either the same strong 

symptoms or was symptomless as the wild-type isolates on N. benthamiana. Clone and isolate PV-0506 

led to stunted plant growth, clone and isolate PV-0474 to leaf deformations with shoestring leaves, clone 

and isolate PV-0036 to severe chlorosis and clone and isolate PV-0184 to no symptoms. This fits to the 

common notion in literature that subgroup II strains and isolates generally induce no or only mild 

symptoms (Mochizuki and Ohki, 2012). On the one hand, appearance and severity of symptoms depends 

on environmental conditions and the host plant, which were the same in our study. On the other hand, 

the virus specifics influence the symptomatology (Palukaitis et al., 1992). These include virus species, 

subgroup, strain, isolate and possible satellite RNAs, which can aggravate or attenuate the symptoms of 

their helper virus (Piazzolla et al., 1998). A role of satellite RNAs can be excluded in our case, because 

the infectious full-length clones did not contain a cloned satellite RNA and caused the same variation of 

symptoms as the original isolates.  

Only two of the C. sativus cultivars were systemically infected by most of the isolates and clones. The 

cultivars Vorgebirgstrauben and Delikatess do not have resistances against CMV as our results show 

and non are stated by seed producers and retailers. The isolates PV-0506, PV-0474 and PV-0036 and 

their full-length clones induced mosaic symptoms, while the isolate PV-0184 and its full-length clone 

did not cause a systemic infection in these cultivars. The other three cultivars Darina, Bimbostar F1 and 

Picolino were not systemically infected by most of the tested isolates. These cultivars show efficient 
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resistances as described by producers and retailers. No symptoms were caused and no viral RNA was 

detected. Only isolate PV-0506 caused infections in single inoculated plants. It is a characteristic of 

CMV resistances that they only work against certain strains (Essafi et al., 2009). The complete genome 

analysis of C. sativus by Huang et al. (2009) revealed possible pathogen resistance genes. These encode 

either nucleotide-binding site leucine-rich repeat (NBS-LRR) proteins functioning as direct or indirect 

receptors for pathogens often triggering a hypersensitive response, proteins of the lipoxygenase (LOX) 

pathway producing aldehydes and alcohols involved in plant defense reactions or translation initiation 

factors of the eIF4E and eIF4G types which can prevent viruses from using the translation machinery if 

mutated (Essafi et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2009).  

Pseudorecombinants of the four cloned isolates were created for an initial approach to localize the 

determinants for the symptomatology in N. benthamiana and C. sativus. All three RNAs have been 

found to determine symptoms caused by certain CMV strains on different host plants (Shintaku et al., 

1992; Ding et al., 1994; Diveki et al., 2004; Phan et al., 2014). On C. sativus all nine tested 

pseudorecombinants were infectious, while on N. benthamiana also a tenth pseudorecombinant was 

tested and found infectious. All three combinations of PV-0036 and PV-0184 induced similar symptoms 

to those caused by PV-0036 on both plant species, chlorosis on N. benthamiana and mosaic symptoms 

on C. sativus. All pseudorecombinants caused strong symptoms except for pseudorecombinant 113, 

which induced only mild mosaic symptoms on C. sativus. Thus all three RNAs of this isolate play a role 

in inducing the chlorosis on N. benthamiana and the mosaic symptoms on C. sativus. A linkage between 

chlorosis  induction on Nicotiana species and RNA3 of CMV was reported (Rao and Francki, 1982), 

which was further delimited to the CP gene (Shintaku and Palukaitis, 1990) and even confined to one 

specific amino acid at position 129 of the CP (Shintaku, 1991). Mosaic-inducing strains have a proline 

at this position, while it is occupied by a serine or leucine in chlorosis-inducing strains. Site-directed 

mutagenesis to change leucine to proline changed the phenotype from chlorotic to mosaic and vice versa 

(Shintaku et al., 1992). Isolate PV-0036 inducing chlorosis also contains a leucine at this position, while 

the other three isolates causing different or no symptoms at all have a proline there. But chlorosis was 

also caused by the two pseudorecombinants 311 and 131, which have the CP of PV-0184 with a proline 

at position 129. So likely the amino acid at position 129 of the CP is not solely responsible for the 

chlorosis phenotype in all cases. The pseudorecombinants 511 and 151 induced only mild mosaic 

symptoms on N. benthamiana and no symptoms on C. sativus, while 115 caused no symptoms on 

N. benthamiana but mosaic symptoms on C. sativus. In this case a determinant for the stunted growth 

phenotype displayed by PV-0506 infected N. benthamiana could not be further delimited. It seems like 

two to three RNAs of this isolate and/or their gene products have to be present for the development of 

this severe phenotype, while RNA1 or RNA2 alone is responsible for mosaic symptoms on 

N. benthamiana. The determinant for the mosaic symptoms on C. sativus is located on RNA3. All 

pseudorecombinants of isolates PV-0474 and PV-0184 infected N. benthamiana with symptoms, 411 

caused strong symptoms, while 141 and 114 induced only mild mosaic symptoms. On C. sativus 

pseudorecombinant 141 was symptomless, while 114 caused mild and 411 strong mosaic symptoms. 

The determinant for mosaic symptoms could be located to RNA1 and RNA3 for C. sativus and to RNA2 

and RNA3 for N. benthamiana. Zhang et al. (1994) localized the symptom determinant for severe, 

systemic mosaic symptoms on tobacco on RNA1 and RNA2 of subgroup I isolate CMV Fny by 

pseudorecombination experiments. The targeting of miRNA-regulated plant development and the 

inhibition of the plant Argonaute (AGO) defense proteins in RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISC) 
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by the 2b protein of CMV was described to determine viral symptoms in Arabidopsis thaliana (Lewsey 

et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 1994). Additionally, Phan et al. (2014) identified RNA2 as the symptom 

determinant for leaf distortion and stunting in N. benthamiana induced by isolate CMV Fny through 

pseudorecombination experiments. Our results do not indicate that the 2b protein on RNA2 has a 

particular effect on the symptomatology of the isolates in N. benthamiana and C. sativus. 

Pseudorecombinant 411 induced the same severe symptoms of shoestring-like deformed leaves on 

N. benthamiana as the original isolate PV-0474 and its clone. So the determinant for this phenotype 

could be localized on RNA1 of PV-0474. On this RNA, more specifically at amino acid position 461 of 

the encoded 1a protein, the determinant for necrotic lesions induced by the CMV isolate Ns on Nicotiana 

spp. is localized (Diveki et al., 2004). Isolate Ns contains a cysteine and non-necrotic isolates an arginine 

at this position. Site-directed mutagenesis to change cysteine to arginine prevented the necrotic 

phenotype of isolate Ns, while mutagenesis from arginine to cysteine induced the necrotic phenotype 

(Diveki et al., 2004). This shows that RNA1 can contain a symptom determinant. However, all of the 

investigated isolates in this study contained an arginine at the described position and none induced 

necrotic lesions on N. benthamiana.  

Because RNA1 encodes the 1a protein involved in replication, a higher virus titer could be the cause of 

the severe symptoms of isolate PV-0474. To clarify this, the virus titer was determined with a semi-

quantitative ELISA. The results suggested a slightly increased virus titer for the pseudorecombinants 

411 and 144 compared to isolate PV-0184 possibly being caused by a slightly higher replication rate. 

The pseudorecombinants 411 and 144 showed similar virus titers by similar ELISA readings, although 

144 did not cause symptoms while 411 induced strong symptoms.  This disproves that the replication 

capacity and virus titer are causative for the severe symptoms induced by the isolate PV-0474. Other 

characteristics of RNA1, its encoded 1a protein and their interactions with plant metabolism are 

responsible for the leaf deformations on N. benthamiana. A comparison of the 1a proteins of the four 

isolates revealed a number of amino acid substitutions between them. The 1a protein of PV-0474 and 

PV-0506 is very similar only differing in 16 from 994 amino acids. Isolates PV-0474 and PV-0036 differ 

in 28 amino acids of the 1a protein while isolates PV-0474 and PV-0184 have 148 different amino acids 

in their 1a protein. The amino acid substitutions are evenly distributed over the 1a protein. Some of 16 

amino acids differing between the 1a protein of PV-0506 and PV-0474 seem to be responsible for the 

severe symptoms and could be investigated by further experiments. The established infectious full-

length clones of isolates from different subgroups with varying symptomatology are suited for further 

characterization experiments of CMV.  
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4.1  Abstract 

A Luminex xTAG based assay for plant infecting tospoviruses was developed. The test enables the 

detection of tospoviruses in general and the differentiation of the four important member species of this 

genus: Tomato spotted wilt virus, Impatiens necrotic spot virus, Capsicum chlorosis virus and 

Watermelon silver mottle virus. The generic Tospovirus primers used in this method are furthermore 

applicable in a basic RT-PCR detection of tospoviruses and an economic alternative based on a 

restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) is described for the distinction of the four mentioned 

and additional member viruses. The sophisticated Luminex xTAG technology allows the simultaneous 

detection of various targets. This study is part of a project to develop a simultaneous detection method 

for various plant pathogens (viral, bacterial and fungal) in plant material. 

 

4.2  Introduction 

The genus Tospovirus comprises all plant infecting viruses of the family Bunyaviridae. The other four 

genera of this family (Orthobunyavirus, Phlebovirus, Nairovirus and Hantavirus) contain animal 

infecting viruses. The genus Tospovirus obtained its name from the type species Tomato spotted wilt 

virus (TSWV) and contains 11 approved species and 20 tentative species (see Table 1.1 in Part 1) 

(Hassani-Mehraban et al., 2016; International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses, 2015; Plyusnin et 

al., 2012). These viruses have quasi-spherical particles with a diameter of 80-120 nm enveloped by a 

host-derived membrane. The two glycoproteins Gn and Gc are embedded in this membrane. Particles 

contain a tripartite single-stranded RNA genome with negative- or ambisense polarity. The three RNAs 

differ in size and are thus called large (L), medium (M) and small (S). All three RNAs are incorporated 

in one particle but independently packaged by many copies of the nucleoprotein and a few copies of the 

viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Kormelink et al., 2011; Turina et al., 2012). Tospoviruses have 

a large host range, TSWV infects for example 1,090 plant species in 85 families containing many 

economically important crop plants as well as numerous weed species (Parrella et al., 2003), while other 

tospoviral species have a more restricted host range. Some of the members are found worldwide like 

TSWV, Impatiens necrotic spot virus (INSV) and Iris yellow spot virus (IYSV), while others are 

restricted to certain regions like Watermelon silver mottle virus (WSMoV) to Asia, Capsicum chlorosis 

virus (CaCV) to Asia and Australasia and Polygonum ringspot virus (PolRSV) to Europe (Pappu et al., 

2009). The same applies to the thrips vector species (insect order: Thysanoptera), some have a 

worldwide distribution like Frankliniella occidentalis (Kirk and Terry, 2003), while others are restricted 

to single countries like Thrips setosus to Japan (Murai, 2001). Both species are vectors of TSWV 

(Rotenberg et al., 2015). In total fifteen species of thrips transmit tospoviruses in a persistent and 

propagative manner (Rotenberg et al., 2015) and are critical for their epidemiology (Pappu et al., 2009). 
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For the established Tospovirus species host ranges and geographical distributions have increased in 

recent years. Additionally, new species belonging to this genus have been described. Because of these 

points and the provoked loss of produce and economic damage, tospoviruses are counted to the most 

devastating plant viruses (Rybicki, 2015; Scholthof et al., 2011). This makes the diagnosis of tospoviral 

infections an important issue, especially for plant protection services trying to confine further spread of 

associated diseases. ELISA, RT-PCR and multiplex RT-PCR can be used to detect tospoviruses and to 

discriminate between its species. Because of its robustness and sensitivity, ELISA is often the standard 

method of choice for plant virus diagnostics (Voller et al., 1976). Unfortunately, the results are not 

always clear and Tospovirus-specific antibodies often show cross reactivity among species of this genus 

making ELISA based diagnosis difficult. Polyclonal antibodies against the nucleocapsid protein of 

WSMoV also interact with Groundnut bud necrosis virus (GBNV), Watermelon bud necrosis virus 

(WBNV) and CaCV (Mandal et al., 2012). The same cross reactivity is also described by commercial 

antibody or ELISA test suppliers like the Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of 

Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ; Germany), Agdia (USA) and LOEWE Biochemica 

(Germany). For TSWV antibodies possible cross reactions with Groundnut ringspot virus (GRSV), 

Tomato chlorotic spot virus (TCSV) and Chrysanthemum stem necrosis virus (CSNV) are known. This 

can complicate distinction of tospoviral species by ELISA. Additionally, an ELISA test has to be 

performed independently for every species, since multiplexing is not possible. Multiplex RT-PCRs can 

be a solution for this and have been described for the detection of TSWV, INSV, CSNV, IYSV and 

CaCV (Kuwabara et al., 2010) or TSWV, Melon yellow spot virus (MYSV), WSMoV, INSV and IYSV 

(Uga and Tsuda, 2005).  

In this study a new method for plant virus diagnosis is described using the Luminex xTAG technology 

to test for tospoviruses in general and for the five species TSWV, WSMoV, INSV, IYSV and CaCV. 

Virus samples of 12 Tospovirus isolates from eight different species were obtained from the DSMZ. 

The nucleic acid based assay platform of the Luminex xTAG technology allows the simultaneous 

detection of theoretically up to 500 analytes in one sample. Tospoviral RNA is transcribed into cDNA 

and amplified in a first RT-PCR. The products are then subjected to a target specific primer extension 

(TSPE) reaction for which tagged primers and biotinylated dCTP are used. The primer tags allow the 

hybridization of TSPE products to complementary anti-tags coupled to Luminex MagPlex-TAG 

Microspheres. These paramagnetic polystyrene "beads" are filled with a mix of two to three fluorescent 

dyes at different ratios enabling their later identification through excitation and measured fluorescence 

and thus the identification of bound TSPE products. The presence of hybridized TSPE products is 

revealed through the binding of streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin to the incorporated biotin, its excitation 

and detection of the resulting fluorescence. The test procedure is described in detail by van der Vlugt et 

al. (2015). This technique has been used in human medicine for diagnosis of respiratory viruses like 

influenza- and coronaviruses amongst others (Mahony et al., 2007). In recent years it has been adapted 

for the diagnostics of plant pathogens. Van Brunschot et al. detected and distinguished different 

begomoviruses and their whitefly vectors (2014a) and different pospiviroids (2014b) applying this 

method. Lim et al. (2016) used it for the simultaneous detection of three lily-infecting viruses already 

demonstrating the advantage of this approach as tests for certain pathogens could be combined in the 

future to cover the most important diseases of a crop. Our work should contribute to this end as part of 

a project for the development of a simultaneous detection method for various viral, bacterial and fungal 

plant pathogens.  
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Additionally, this study describes a more economic approach for generic Tospovirus detection by RT-

PCR and for differentiation of tospoviral species by restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP).   

 

4.3  Materials and Methods 

4.3.1  Virus specimens 

Infected, dried plant material of 12 tospoviral isolates from eight different species was ordered from the 

DSMZ. From Alstroemeria necrotic streak virus (ANSV), CaCV, GRSV, IYSV, TCSV and WSMoV 

one isolate each was received, while three isolates were obtained from INSV and TSWV. Information 

about the viral origin (host plant, country of origin and provider) was supplied by the DSMZ (Table 4.1) 

for most isolates. All 12 isolates were mechanically inoculated on Nicotiana benthamiana plants using 

phosphate buffer (0.05 M KH2PO4, 0.05 M Na2HPO4, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM Na-DIECA) with a spatula 

tip of celite and charcoal. Inoculated plants were grown in a greenhouse and monitored for symptom 

expression. Leaves of plants showing systemic symptoms (after one to two weeks) were used for RNA 

extraction. 

Table 4.1 Tospovirus species and isolates from the DSMZ with information about the original host plant, the 
country of origin and the provider as supplied by the DSMZ. 

Tospovirus species Isolate Host plant 
Country of 
origin 

Provider 

Alstroemeria necrotic streak virus 
(ANSV) 

PV-1027 Alstroemeria sp. Colombia R. Kormelink 

Capsicum chlorosis virus (CaCV) PV-0864 Solanum lycopersicum Thailand E. Maiss 
Groundnut ringspot virus (GRSV) PV-0205 Arachis hypogaea South Africa G. Pietersen 
Impatiens necrotic spot virus 
(INSV) 

PV-0280 Hippeastrum sp. USA O.W. Barnett 

INSV PV-0281 Anemone coronaria Germany J. Dalchow 
INSV PV-0485 Gloxinia sp. unknown P. Roggero 
Iris yellow spot virus (IYSV) PV-0528 Allium ampeloprasum unknown J.T.J. Verhoeven 
Tomato chlorotic spot virus (TCSV) PV-0391 Capsicum annuum Brazil O. Lovisolo 
Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) PV-0182 Nicotiana tabacum Bulgaria M. Jankulova 

TSWV PV-0204 
Impatiens New Guinea 
Hybrid 

unknown D.-E. Lesemann 

TSWV PV-0393 Nicotiana tabacum Bulgaria M. Jankulova 
Watermelon silver mottle virus 
(WSMoV) 

PV-0283 Solanum lycopersicum Taiwan S.K. Green 

4.3.2  Nucleic acid extraction 

Total RNA was extracted once from infected, dried plant material, twice from infected N. benthamiana 

plants and three times from healthy N. benthamiana plants using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, 

Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions.  

4.3.3  Primer design 

Primers for general tospovirus detection, for pre-amplification and for TSPE reactions were designed 

on the basis of alignments of nucleotide sequences. Sequences of segment M were retrieved from the 

GenBank of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), imported into CLC Main 

Workbench (CLC bio, Denmark) and aligned. For the general detection primers Tospo_GENs/as, the 

pre-amplification primers Tospo_OUTs/Tospo_GENas and the generic TSPE primers tTospo_GENs/as 

the alignments were analyzed for conserved regions and corresponding sequences were chosen for the 
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primers. Some degenerations were inserted into the primer sequences. For the species specific TSPE 

primers tTSWVs/as, tINSVs/as, tWSMoVs/as, tCaCVs/as and tIYSVs/as conserved regions for each of 

the species were identified in the alignments and relevant sequences used for the primers. The 

pre-amplification primers (Nad5s/as) for the NADH dehydrogenase subunit 5 gene (nad5) from Menzel 

et al. (2002) and TSPE primer (tNad5) for nad5 from van Brunschot et al. (2014a) adapted from 

Botermans et al. (2013) were used as internal control primers. The tag sequences were attributed to all 

TSPE primers by Luminex (USA) complementary to anti-tags on the microspheres’ surfaces. The 

primers were synthesized by Eurofins Scientific (Luxembourg). Table 4.2 displays their characteristics.  

Table 4.2 Characteristics of oligonucleotide primers used in this study. TSPE primer names are preceded 
by a t, their tag sequences are italicized and their corresponding microspheres are listed.  

Name Sequence (5’-3’) 
Length 
[nts] 

Fragment 
size [bp] 

Corresponding 
microsphere 

Tospo_GENs TCHTNCCAACHTGGRAYAG 19 
420 

  
Tospo_GENas TGCADGCYTCAATNAADGC 19 

480 
 

Tospo_OUTs TVACHAAYTGGAARAATGA 19   
Nad5s GATGCTTCTTGGGGCTTCTTGTT 23 

180 
 

Nad5as CTCCAGTCACCAACATTGGCATAA 24  

tTospo_GENs 
CTTAAACTCTACTTACTTCTAATT-
TCHTNCCAACHTGGRAYAG 

43 
420 

MTAG-A056 

tTospo_GENas 
CATAAATCTTCTCATTCTAACAAA-
TGCADGCYTCAATNAADGC 

43 MTAG-A075 

tTSWVs 
ACAAATATCTAACTACTATCACAA-
AACCCTACAGGGAAAC 

40 
180 

MTAG-A039 

tTSWVas 
TTAACAACTTATACAAACACAAAC-
CTGCACATCAAATGC 

39 MTAG-A053 

tINSVs 
ATACTTTACAAACAAATAACACAC-
ACCAAGATAATTAAGATACA 

44 
260 

MTAG-A019 

tINSVas 
ATCTCAATTACAATAACACACAAA-
AAGCTGAACACAATTC 

40 MTAG-A067 

tWSMoVs 
CACTACACATTTATCATAACAAAT-
GTCAGTTTCACTATAAGC 

42 
260 

MTAG-A042 

tWSMoVas 
CTATCATTTATCTCTTTCTCAATT-
TAAGTTGCATGCACTG 

40 MTAG-A072 

tCaCVs 
CTAAATCACATACTTAACAACAAA-
GTCAGCTTCACTATAAAT 

42 
260 

MTAG-A063 

tCaCVas 
TTCAATTCAAATCAAACACATCAT-
TTGAGTTGCATGCAGTA 

41 MTAG-A064 

tIYSVs 
AATTTCTTCTCTTTCTTTCACAAT-
AGCTGTACCATCAATATTATA 

45 
260 

MTAG-A014 

tIYSVas 
TCATCACTTTCTTTACTTTACATT-
TTAAGCTGCATACATCT 

41 MTAG-A044 

tNad5  
AACTTTCTCTCTCTATTCTTATTT-
AGGATCCGCATAGCCCTCGATTTATGTG 

52  MTAG-A043 

4.3.4  Pre-amplification RT-PCR 

Viral RNA was transcribed into cDNA and then amplified using the Access RT-PCR System kit 

(Promega, USA) applying the concentrations specified by the manufacturer in 25 µl reactions in covered 

96-well Multiply PCR plates (Sarstedt, Germany). The following incubations were carried out: 45 min 

at 45 °C, 2 min at 94 °C, 30 cycles of 30 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 47 °C and 30 s at 68 °C and a final extension 

for 7 min at 68 °C. The internal control primers (Nad5s/as) and the degenerate primers 

(Tospo_OUTs/Tospo_GENas) were used, which enabled the production of a 180 bp fragment for all 

plant samples and a 480 bp fragment for all tospoviruses. After RT-PCR 5 µl of each product was stained 
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with 1 µl loading buffer (37.5 % glycerol, 0.2 % bromophenol blue, 125X GelRed (Biotium, USA)) and 

loaded on an agarose gel (1 %) to check for the expected fragments.  

4.3.5  TSPE Reaction 

The pre-amplification products were directly used for a multiplex TSPE reaction. Primers are extended 

and Biotin-14-dCTP (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was incorporated instead of normal dCTP with 

the remaining unmodified nucleotides (dATP, dGTP, dTTP; Thermo Fisher Scientific). A set of 13 

primers was used, two generic primers to detect all tospoviruses (tTospo_GENs/as), ten specific primers 

to identify five tospovirus species (tTSWVs/as, tINSVs/as, tWSMoVs/as, tCaCVs/as and tIYSVs/as) 

and one plant internal control primer (tNad5) for nad5. TSPE mixes of 20 µl containing 5 µl of the 

pre-amplification products were prepared (0.75 U Platinum GenoType Tsp DNA Polymerase (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific), 5 µM Biotin-14-dCTP, 5 µM each of normal dATP, dGTP and dTTP, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 

25 nM of each primer, 1X PCR Rxn Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), sterile water up to 20 µl). The 

reaction mix was incubated under the following conditions in covered 96-well Multiply PCR plates: 

One cycle for 2 min at 94 °C, 30 cycles of 0.5 min at 94 °C, 0.5 min at 45 °C and 1 min at 72 °C and a 

final extension for 5 min at 72 °C. 

4.3.6  Microsphere hybridization 

The TSPE products were hybridized to the corresponding beads. A mix of the 13 Luminex MagPlex-

TAG Microspheres MTAG-A075, MTAG-A072, MTAG-A067, MTAG-A064, MTAG-A063, MTAG-

A056, MTAG-A053, MTAG-A044, MTAG-A043, MTAG-A042, MTAG-A039, MTAG-A019 and 

MTAG-A014 (0.5 µl of each bead per reaction containing 1,250 beads) was prepared in 2X Tm 

hybridization buffer (0.4 M NaCl, 0.2 M Tris, 0.16 % Triton X-100, pH 8.0; 25 µl per reaction) and 

double distilled and deionized water (13.5 µl per reaction). The mixture was split into 96-well 

polycarbonate microplates (Corning, USA) and 5 µl of the TSPE products were added to each well for 

a final volume of 50 µl with 25 microspheres each per µl hybridization mixture. Interactions between 

the complementary tag sequences of the TSPE primers and anti-tag sequences coupled to the 

microspheres allowed the hybridization of TSPE products to the beads. To facilitate this the mixtures 

were first denatured at 96 °C for 90 s and then incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. 

4.3.7  Luminex assay 

After hybridization the mixtures were moved to Cellstar 96-well cell culture plates (Greiner Bio-One,  

Austria) and the microspheres were pelleted on a magnetic separator for 1 min. The supernatants were 

discarded and the beads resuspended and washed two times in 80 µl 1X Tm hybridization buffer per 

well. The supernatants were removed again and 80 µl of 1X Tm hybridization buffer containing 

streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin (2 µg/ml; Thermo Fisher Scientific) were added to each well. The plates 

were protected from light and incubated on a shaker (600 rpm) at room temperature for 15 min. After 

pelleting the microspheres again, the supernatants were discarded and the microspheres resuspended in 

90 µl 1X Tm hybridization buffer per well. Finally, 70 µl per sample were analyzed in a Luminex 200 

System with the xPONENT Software (Version 3.0; Luminex). A red laser (635 nm) excited the bead 

dyes and a green laser (532 nm) the R-phycoerythrin bound via streptavidin and biotin to the TSPE 

products. The fluorescence of the R-phycoerythrin was recorded as the median fluorescence intensity 

(MFI) signal allowing positive or negative evaluation for the presence of amplified plant or tospoviral 

nucleic acids in the samples. Identification of these nucleic acids could be achieved by the fluorescence 
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of the bead dyes which are unique for each microsphere with its specific anti-tag. Three independent 

measurements were performed with the three RNA extractions described above.  

4.3.8  RT-PCR and RFLP 

For the general detection of tospoviruses RNA from infected plant material was transcribed into cDNA 

by incubating 4 µl water, 2 µl RNA, 1 µl Primer Tospo_GENas (10 µM) and 0.5 µl dNTP mix (10 mM 

each) at 99 °C for 3 min, cooling the reaction mix on ice, adding 0.5 µl RevertAid Reverse Transcriptase 

(20 U/µl) and 2 µl 5X (RevertAid) Reaction Buffer (both from Thermo Fisher Scientific) and incubating 

the mixture at 42 °C for 60 min. The cDNA was then amplified in a PCR. The PCR reaction mix 

consisted of 10 µl Phusion Flash High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 6 µl water, 

2 µl cDNA, 1 µl Primer Tospo_GENs and 1 µl Primer Tospo_GENas and was incubated under the 

following conditions: One cycle for 15 s at 98 °C, 34 cycles of 5 s at 98 °C, 5 s at 52 °C and 15 s at 

72 °C and a final extension for 5 min at 72 °C. PCR products were analyzed by gel electrophoresis on 

an agarose gel (1 %) after adding 4 µl loading buffer. For distinction of tospoviruses by RFLP an RT-

PCR was performed like above and the products were digested with the restriction enzymes HinfI 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and BclI (New England Biolabs, USA). For that 20 µl of each PCR product 

were mixed with 2 µl HinfI (10 U/µl), 2 µl BclI (10 U/µl), 3 µl 10X FastDigest Buffer (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) and 3 µl water and incubated at 37 °C for one hour. After that 6 µl loading buffer were added 

to each reaction and the products were analyzed by gel electrophoresis on an agarose gel (3 %). 

 

4.4  Results 

4.4.1  Luminex assay for Tospovirus detection and distinction 

In conventional RT-PCR experiments it was verified that the pre-amplification and generic primers 

worked with Tospovirus RNA in general and that the species specific primers were specific for the 

corresponding virus species (data not shown). After pre-amplifications with the four primers 

Tospo_OUTs/Tospo_GENas and Nad5s/as the RT-PCR products were used in TSPE reactions with all 

13 TSPE primers (tTospo_GENs/as, tTSWVs/as, tINSVs/as, tWSMoVs/as, tCaCVs/as, tIYSVs/as and 

tNad5). TSPE products were hybridized to the corresponding 13 MagPlex-TAG Microspheres (MTAG-

A056, MTAG-A075, MTAG-A039, MTAG-A053, MTAG-A019, MTAG-A067, MTAG-A042, 

MTAG-A072, MTAG-A063, MTAG-A064, MTAG-A014, MTAG-A044 and MTAG-A043) and the 

hybridization mix was then analyzed in three independent Luminex tests each with their own RNA 

extractions, pre-amplifications, TSPE reactions, hybridizations and Luminex measurements. Mean 

values of the MFIs of three independent measurements were determined and plotted in Fig. 4.1. The 

generic primer tTospo_GENs together with bead MTAG-A056 lead to the detection of most 

tospoviruses except IYSV and WSMoV. The positive signal ranged from 333 for one INSV isolate to 

1,135 for one TSWV isolate. IYSV and WSMoV infected plant material produced a signal of 117 

respectively 123 not exceeding the threshold set at 323 (light grey columns in Fig. 4.1). The internal 

control TSPE primer tNad5 worked with MTAG-A043 and lead to the detection of plant material in all 

samples with MFIs ranging from 415 for one INSV isolate to 1,048 for CaCV. Only in the WSMoV 

samples the threshold was not reached with a value of 239 (checkered columns in Fig. 4.1). All species 

specific sense primers worked well with their corresponding microspheres. They allowed the detection 

of the species they were designed for and discriminated all other tospovirus species. Only the IYSV 

specific TSPE primers tIYSVs/as did not generate satisfactory results in the Luminex test together with 
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beads MTAG-A014 and MTAG-A044 (data not shown). The tCaCVs primer together with MTAG-

A063 induced a high signal of 1,499 in the CaCV infected samples but in no other sample and control 

(black columns in Fig. 4.1). The tINSVs primer lead to high MFI values of 1,148 to 1,708 only in the 

plant material infected with the three INSV isolates together with MTAG-A019 (diagonally striped 

columns in Fig. 4.1). The signal induced by the tWSMoVs primer with MTAG-A042 was slightly lower 

with 594 but also restricted to plants infected with this virus (white columns in Fig. 4.1). The MFI values 

generated by the tTSWVs primer with MTAG-A039 were also slightly lower with 455 to 891 and 

restricted to samples containing the three TSWV isolates tested. In this case a slight reaction (MFI of 

268) also occurred in plants infected with ANSV (dark grey columns in Fig. 4.1). The remaining five 

antisense TSPE primers (tTospo_GENas, tTSWVas, tINSVas, tWSMoVas and tCaCVas) together with 

the residual five microspheres (MTAG-A075, MTAG-A053, MTAG-A067, MTAG-A072 and MTAG-

A064) did not generate satisfactory results in Luminex tests for tospovirus detection and distinction 

(data not shown). Nevertheless, this was not necessary, as one primer is sufficient for the TSPE reaction 

and the following Luminex test. As a threshold for all tests two times the MFI value of the water control 

from the tNad5 test was selected, because this sample showed the highest MFI value of all healthy plant 

and water controls. The values of the other tests were comparable, but were left out of the figure for the 

sake of clarity (dashed line in Fig. 4.1). 

 
Fig. 4.1 Results of three independent measurements of the Luminex assay. The tests were conducted against 
tospoviruses in general, against the tospoviral species CaCV, INSV, TSWV and WSMoV as well as against a plant 
internal control. Plant material isolated from a series of plants each infected with 1 of the 12 tospoviral isolates, 
healthy plant material and a water control were applied in each test. The MFI values were measured and the mean 
values of the three measurements were plotted as well as the standard deviations. The threshold for all tests was 
set at two times the mean MFI value of the water control of the tNad5 test (dashed line).  
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4.4.2  Generic and specific Tospovirus detection by RT-PCR  

The generic Tospovirus primers Tospo_GENs/as (without tags) allowed the detection of all eight 

tospoviruses and of all three isolates of INSV and TSWV tested in RT-PCR experiments. The expected 

fragment of about 420 bp was produced when using RNA extracted from infected plants. The primers 

generated no band when using RNA from healthy plants or from plants infected with other viruses like 

Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), Plum pox virus (PPV) and Pepper mild mottle virus (PMMoV) (Fig. 

4.2) demonstrating the specificity of the primers.  

 
Fig. 4.2 Results of a RT-PCR with RNA from plants infected with 12 Tospovirus isolates, CMV, PMMoV and 
PPV as well as RNA from healthy plants and a water control using primers Tospo_GENs/as after gel 
electrophoresis. As molecular-weight size marker Enterobacteria phage λ DNA digested with PstI was used. DNA 
fragments appear larger than the expected 420 bp, because the DNA stain GelRed changes the migration speed of 
DNA depending on the concentrations of DNA and GelRed (Huang et al., 2010).  

The five species specific primer pairs (without tags) also worked in normal RT-PCRs for the 

identification of these species (data not shown). They lead to the production of the expected fragments 

only when RNA from plant material infected with the corresponding virus was used. For TSWV the 

specific fragment was 180 bp in size and for CaCV, INSV, IYSV and WSMoV 260 bp. Primer 

sequences can be deduced from Table 4.2 omitting the tag sequences in italics.  

4.4.3  RFLP distinction of tospoviruses 

Most of the examined tospovirus species could be distinguished by a RFLP analysis using the restriction 

enzymes HinfI and BclI after RT-PCR with primers Tospo_GENs/as. The PCR products of the 

tospoviruses have different restriction enzyme recognition sites which leads to a distinct pattern for most 

tospoviruses after gel electrophoresis. RFLP analysis was first performed in silico using the software 

CLC Main Workbench and tospoviral segment M sequences from the GenBank to predict fragment 

sizes. After RT-PCR, digestion and RFLP analysis the predicted fragments were observed for most 

viruses, for TSWV these were 325 and 90 bp, for INSV 260, 90 and 70 bp, for WSMoV 290, 50, 30 and 

20 bp, for CaCV 280, 80 and 30 bp, for GRSV 320 and 90 bp, for TCSV 140, 90 and 50 bp and for 

IYSV 310, 80 and 20 bp and additionally a predicted but not detected 10 bp fragment. For ANSV no 
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predictions could be made in silico, because for this virus only a partial segment S sequence with the 

nucleocapsid protein gene is available. Nevertheless, its RFLP pattern was determined and fragments of 

about 320 and 90 bp were detected. So its pattern was similar to that of GRSV and TSWV. These three 

viruses could not be clearly differentiated. CaCV, INSV, IYSV, TCSV and WSMoV could be 

distinguished from these viruses and from one another (Fig. 4.3).  

 
Fig. 4.3 Results of a RFLP after gel electrophoresis. RNA from plants infected with 12 Tospovirus isolates was 
transcribed and amplified in a RT-PCR with primers Tospo_GENs/as. PCR products were then digested using 
HinfI and BclI. The O’GeneRuler Ultra Low Range DNA Ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used as 
molecular-weight size marker. The figure was assembled from two gels.  

 

4.5  Discussion 

A molecular assay for the detection of tospoviruses in general and for the four species TSWV, INSV, 

CaCV and WSMoV belonging to this genus using the Luminex xTAG technology was successfully 

developed. The generic Tospovirus test with primer tTospo_GENs detected six of the eight tested 

species. It failed to prove the presence of IYSV and WSMoV. However, the same primer without its tag 

in combination with an antisense primer detected these two viruses in RT-PCR experiments. So with 

some adaptations in the nucleotide sequence of the primer tTospo_GENs the generic Luminex test 

should also be able to cover these two species. The species specific tests applying the primers tCaCVs, 

tINSVs, tTSWVs and tWSMoVs were specific for these viruses. In the case of tINSVs and tTSWVs all 

three isolates of each of these two viruses were successfully detected. A test for IYSV was not 

established.  
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This study is one of only a few employing the Luminex xTAG technology for the detection of plant 

pathogens and the first for tospoviruses. So far it has been applied to screen for begomoviruses and 

pospiviroids (van Brunschot et al., 2014a; van Brunschot et al., 2014b), for CMV, Lily mottle virus 

(LMoV) and Lily symptomless virus (LSV) in lily plants (Lim et al., 2016) and for CMV and its two 

subgroups (see Part 2). The related Luminex xMAP technology utilizing coupled antibodies instead of 

oligonucleotides has been used to identify Potato virus X (PVX), Potato virus Y (PVY) and Potato leaf 

roll virus (PLRV) (Bergervoet et al., 2008) as well as Plum pox virus (PPV) (Croft et al., 2008) in plant 

material. But because of cross reactivity between different tospoviral species described for antibodies 

by researchers (Hassani-Mehraban et al., 2016; Mandal et al., 2012) and antisera suppliers (DSMZ, 

Agdia and LOEWE Biochemica), which might be a problem in the antibody based Luminex xMAP test 

for the differentiation of Tospovirus species, a nucleic acid based array was thought to be advantageous. 

An advantage of both these assay formats is their multiplexing capability and combined with this the 

potential for the simultaneous detection of various diseases in plant samples. The study of Lim et al. 

(2016) is an example for this since they used a Luminex xTAG assay for the detection of the three 

viruses CMV, LMoV and LSV infecting lily plants. The standard method for virus detection, the ELISA, 

lacks this potential and is quite labor and time intensive as it only allows to test for one virus at a time. 

Charlermroj et al. (2014) have created a multiplex antibody array similar to an ELISA for the 

simultaneous detection of the three viruses MYSV, WSMoV and Chilli veinal mottle virus (ChiVMV) 

as well as the fruit blotch bacterium Acidovorax avenae subspecies citrulli. All four pathogens were 

immobilized by capture antibodies specific to the four pathogens in each well at preassigned positions, 

detected by fluorescently conjugated secondary antibodies and identified by their position in the 

microwells. But this procedure is far from routine application. A mixed detection method combining 

RT-PCR and ELISA was developed and applied for the detection of the four tospoviruses CaCV, 

MYSV, Tomato necrotic ringspot virus (TNRV) and WSMoV first transcribing and amplifying RNA 

by RT-PCR using degenerate primers and digoxigenin (DIG) labelled dUTP, then hybridizing PCR 

products to four species-specific biotinylated probes in streptavidin-coated microtiter wells and finally 

detecting the labelled and hybridized PCR products by ELISA using a peroxidase-conjugated anti-DIG 

antibody (Charoenvilaisiri et al., 2014).  

Our Luminex xTAG test for some tospoviruses could be combined with already existing and prospective 

tests for plant pathogens to create assays for certain crops identifying their most important diseases 

similar to the respiratory virus panel test of Mahony et al. (2007) that screens for 20 different human 

respiratory viruses and their subtypes. For example, for tomato crops (Solanum lycopersicum) the tests 

for TSWV, CaCV and INSV from this study, for Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) from van 

Brunschot et al. (2014a), for Tomato apical stunt viroid (TASVd), Tomato chlorotic dwarf viroid 

(TCDVd) and Tomato planta macho viroid (TPMVd) from van Brunschot et al. (2014b) and for CMV 

from Lim et al. (2016) or from us (see Part 2) could be combined. Further tests could be added to cover 

the most important of the 136 viruses infecting tomatoes (Brunt et al., 1997; Hanssen et al., 2010) and 

also bacterial and fungal pathogens.  

A more economical alternative for generic Tospovirus detection and species distinction was successfully 

developed in this study. The primer Tospo_GENs/as detected RNA of all eight examined tospoviruses 

in RT-PCRs but not of viruses from other genera. This is one of the best coverages of tospoviral species 

obtained by one primer pair so far (see Table 4 in Hassani-Mehraban et al., 2016). Chen et al. (2012) 

designed two degenerate primer pairs that transcribed and amplified RNA of 12 species. One of the pairs 
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binds to segment L and the other to the NSm gene of segment M. Their antisense primer gM870c for 

segment M in part coincides with our Tospo_GENas primer. Since our primer is more degenerated, our 

primers might also identify RNA from the additional tospoviral species GBNV, Calla lily chlorotic spot 

virus (CCSV), MYSV, WBNV and Tomato yellow ring virus (TYRV) tested by Chen et al. (2012) but 

not by us. Hassani-Mehraban et al. (2016) describe six primer pairs and RT-PCRs that cover 20 assigned 

and tentative tospoviral species and classify them into six subgroups.  

Also the five species specific primer pairs (without tags) can be used in RT-PCRs for the identification 

of these species. They lead to the amplification of nucleic acids only of the corresponding species and 

of all three isolates tested from either TSWV or INSV. They cannot or only in part be used for multiplex 

RT-PCRs, because the CaCV, INSV, IYSV and WSMoV specific primers lead to fragments of the same 

size. So a distinction of these species would not be possible by a plain multiplex RT-PCR. The fragments 

of the generic Tospovirus primers and the TSWV specific primers can be distinguished from these 

primers and from one another, though, and could be combined with one of the other four primer pairs 

for a clear multiplex RT-PCR. Kuwabara et al. (2010) described such a multiplex RT-PCR for the 

detection of the five tospoviruses TSWV, INSV, CSNV, IYSV and CaCV.  

Alternatively, RT-PCR products of the different Tospovirus species generated with the generic primers 

Tospo_GENs/as could be differentiated by RFLP using the restriction enzymes HinfI and BclI. The five 

species CaCV, IYSV, INSV, TCSV and WSMoV were clearly distinguished. The additional three 

species ANSV, GRSV and TSWV could be discriminated from the rest but not clearly from each other. 

Chu et al. (2001) used this method to detect and differentiate the five tospoviruses TSWV, GRSV, INSV, 

WSMoV and Peanut chlorotic fan-spot virus (PCFV) using primers binding to segment L and the 

restriction enzyme XbaI.  

Three approaches of varying complexity and costs have been described for the successful detection and 

differentiation of various tospoviruses species.  
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5  General Discussion 
 

In this study a Luminex xTAG test for Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) and its subgroups I and II was 

successfully established. It reliably detected all tested CMV isolates and could differentiate almost all 

isolates by their subgroup. Only one isolate (PV-0185) could not be classified into a subgroup with this 

technique. The subgrouping was confirmed by a standard subgroup specific ELISA, which could not 

classify the two isolates PV-0185 and PV-0189. Therefore, the Luminex test outclassed the ELISA in 

the field of subgroup differentiation. That a fraction of CMV isolates evade detection by subgroup 

specific antisera has already been reported (Hsu et al., 2000). Similarly a few isolates of hepatitis B virus 

(HBV) were not detected by an ELISA with seven monoclonal antibodies raised against the six 

genotypes of HBV (Usuda et al., 1999). Evasion of detection is caused by differences in one or more of 

the identified epitopes for monoclonal antibodies (Hsu et al., 2000; Usuda et al., 1999). One of the ten 

epitopes identified for CMV could contain amino acid 13 of the CMV coat protein (CP), because the 

two isolates evading ELISA detection have an amino acid substitution of serine at this position compared 

to an asparagine in the remaining isolates. This amino acid substitution could also render both isolates 

symptomless. Conspicuously, they are the only subgroup I isolates not causing symptoms. Milder or no 

symptoms at all are usually attributed to subgroup II isolates (Carrère et al, 1999). Unexpectedly isolate 

PV-0185 evaded the subgroup specific Luminex detection, although the virus-specific part of the TSPE 

primer tCMV_SGIas corresponded completely to the isolate’s sequence. Additionally, both subgroup I 

specific primers (tCMV_SGIs/as) even with attached tag sequences led to the production of the expected 

fragment in normal RT-PCRs. This might be due to a problem with the tag of primer tCMV_SGIas 

interacting unspecifically with CMV or plant sequences. A search with the Basic Local Alignment 

Search Tool for nucleotides (blastn) (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) of the NCBI revealed a 

maximal congruence of 12 nucleotides between the tag and CMV sequences and 11 nucleotides between 

the tag and N benthamiana sequences from 24 possible nucleotides of the tag. This can imply that the 

tagged primers might bind incorrectly prohibiting correct amplification. A solution for this putative 

problem could be a higher annealing temperature in the target specific primer extension (TSPE) reaction 

leading to more specific binding of primer tCMV_SGIas. However, an increased annealing temperature 

can be problematic because it might prohibit binding of the other primers (tCMV_GENas, 

tCMV_SGIIas and tNad5) in the multiplex TSPE reaction. Alternatively, the tag sequence of the 

tCMV_SGIas primer could be changed and concurrently the associated bead with the complementary 

anti-tag.  

Detection of tospoviruses was also successful with the developed Luminex xTAG assay. The generic 

test reliably detected six of the eight species. It failed to cover the species Watermelon silver mottle virus 

(WSMoV) and Iris yellow spot virus (IYSV), although the generic primers without tag sequences 

detected both viruses in normal RT-PCRs. This might also be caused by unspecific interaction between 

the tag of primer tTospo_GENs with WSMoV, IYSV or plant sequences. A blastn search revealed a 

maximal congruence of 13 nucleotides between tag and N. benthamiana, 11 between tag and WSMoV 

and 10 between tag and IYSV sequences from 24 possible nucleotides of the tag. So the same problem 

and solutions as described above for the detection of CMV PV-0185 might apply to the detection of 

IYSV and WSMov. Alternatively, the degenerate virus-specific primer part might not fit well to both 

viruses’ sequences leading to much lower amplification of these sequences compared to the other 

tospoviruses. Fewer products could hybridize to corresponding microspheres preventing high median 
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fluorescence intensity (MFI) values during measurements. Adaptation of the primer sequence including 

the position of degenerations or additional degenerations might lead to coverage of both viruses. Jin and 

Mattes (2011) modified degenerate qPCR primers for an improved quantification and comparison of 

functional genes of aerobic bacteria. Special software has been programmed for the design of degenerate 

primers like DPPrimer (Gahoi et al., 2013), Hyden (Linhart and Shamir, 2007) and CODEHOP (Staheli 

et al., 2011) and could be applied for adaptations of the tTospo_GENs primer. Increase of the annealing 

temperature, exchange of primer tag sequence and/or adaptation of primer degenerations could be 

evaluated for inclusion of WSMoV and IYSV in the generic test. Afterwards alterations of the annealing 

temperature or a modified primer could be tested with further Tospovirus species and isolates to assess 

their coverage by the old or new primers.  

The species specific tests reliably detected and differentiated Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV), 

Capsicum chlorosis virus (CaCV), Impatiens necrotic spot virus (INSV) and WSMoV. The additional 

tospoviruses Alstroemeria necrotic streak virus (ANSV), Tomato chlorotic spot virus (TCSV) and 

Groundnut ringspot virus (GRSV) did not react in any of the specific tests. A specific test for IYSV was 

not established, although the IYSV specific primers without tag sequences worked in RT-PCRs and 

specifically amplified a IYSV fragment. This and similar findings concerning sequence congruence 

might again indicate a problem with the tag of the primers interacting unspecifically with IYSV or plant 

sequences as described above for the detection of CMV PV-0185. The same problem and solutions as 

above might also apply to the specific detection of IYSV.  

A general lesson from the failed detection of single viruses or isolates is that the assignment of tags to 

the primers needs to be optimized to reduce sequence congruence between the tags and non-target 

sequences preventing correct binding of primers and thus amplification. This would involve more 

bioinformatic analyses. Recently a tool for the attribution of tags to primers for Luminex xTAG based 

assays has been introduced into the primer design software PrimerPlex and AlleleID (PREMIER 

Biosoft, USA), which might be helpful to reduce unwanted sequence congruence. Available virus 

sequences and full genome sequences for example of N. benthamiana (Bombarely et al., 2012), 

C. sativus (Huang et al., 2009) and S. lycopersicum (The Tomato Genome Consortium, 2012) can be 

consulted to reduce sequence congruence.  

The results of this study and recent publications show that Luminex xTAG tests can be used for a generic 

detection of a group of viruses (e.g. a genus) as well as for the distinction of species or even subgroups 

of a species. The specificity of the test depends on the primers and can be influenced by primer 

adaptations. This is a big advantage compared to immunoassays like ELISA, lateral flow test (LFT) and 

Luminex xMAP. The specificity of antibodies can only be influenced to a limited extent. Luminex 

xTAG assays can also be applied for a multiplex detection of different targets like viruses and other 

pathogens at the same time. This is also an advantage over many other detection methods like ELISA, 

LFT and isothermal amplification methods. The Tospovirus xTAG test is a multiplex assay for six 

different targets: tospoviruses in general, TSWV, CaCV, INSV, WSMoV and plant Nad5 as an internal 

control. Conventional PCRs or RT-PCRs can be performed in a multiplex format. The number of targets 

is limited by the resolution of gel electrophoresis and the design of different sized amplicons. Uga and 

Tsuda (2005) developed a multiplex RT-PCR for the simultaneous detection of the five tospoviruses 

INSV, IYSV, Melon yellow spot virus (MYSV), TSWV and WSMoV. The five foodborne human 

pathogenic bacteria Salmonella enterica, Staphylococcus aureus, Shigella flexneri, Listeria 

monocytogenes and E. coli (Chen et al., 2012) and six different pathogenic Listeria species (Ryu et al., 
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2013) were detected by a multiplex PCR. This seems to be the limit of distinguishable targets. The 

limitations of different sized amplicons and gel electrophoresis can be circumvented by using different 

fluorophore-labeled oligonucleotides (primers, molecular beacons, TaqMan probes etc.) in qPCR or RT-

qPCR. Hu et al. (2014) used a molecular beacon based multiplex qPCR for the detection of the eight 

foodborne bacterial pathogens S. enterica, L. monocytogenes, E. coli, Vibrio parahaemolyticus, 

Vibrio vulnificus, Campylobacter jejuni, Enterobacter sakazakii and Shigella spp. A lot of different 

reporter dyes and a number of quenchers exist to label primers or probes. The number of detection 

channels that allow differentiation of reporter signals is limiting in thermal cyclers. Limiting factors for 

all multiplex methods based on amplification of nucleic acids, including PCR, qPCR and xTAG, are the 

design of multiplex primers. They should have similar annealing temperatures, should not be 

complementary to each other to prevent primer-dimers and should not have sequences similar to the 

other targets to inhibit unspecific amplification.  

Until now, the developed xTAG assays for CMV and tospoviruses were tested individually and only 

with single infections. However, this already caused three positive signals in most cases: of the internal 

control, of the generic Tospovirus or CMV test and of the species or subgroup specific test. For further 

tests the two assays could be combined and also mixed infections could be investigated, which have 

been described for tospoviruses causing reassortment between species (Tentchev et al., 2011; Tripathi 

et al., 2015; Webster et al., 2011).  

In the long run Luminex xTAG tests for different viruses and other plant pathogens could be merged to 

cover the most important pathogens for certain crops. Seed potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) for example 

are required to be free of at least the following 12 pathogens: Potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd), 

Clavibacter michiganensis subspecies sepedonicus, Ralstonia solanacearum, Erwinia spp., 

Pectobacterium spp., Dickeya spp., Potato virus X (PVX), Potato virus Y (PVY), Potato virus S (PVS), 

Potato virus M (PVM), Potato virus A (PVA) and Potato leafroll virus (PLRV) (UNECE, 2014). An 

ELISA screening for all these pathogens individually is labor-intensive. So multiplexing would reduce 

the workload enormously. Charlermroj et al. (2014) developed a multiplex immunoassay similar to 

ELISA for the simultaneous detection of three viruses and one bacterium. However, this method is far 

from routine application and requires more elaborate equipment than a standard ELISA reader for the 

detection of fluorescently labeled antibodies at specific positions in microwells. A test for 12 different 

targets would exceed the number of detection channels of most thermal cyclers for multiplex qPCR. The 

xTAG technology would be able to cope with this number of simultaneous tests as the respiratory virus 

panel test for 20 human respiratory viruses and their subtypes has demonstrated (Mahony et al., 2007). 

It would also allow the differentiation of mild strains like PVYN from severe strains like PVYNTN, which 

are indistinguishable by ELISA. In addition to the pathogens listed above, a high number of further 

pathogens cause diseases in potato including Potato mop-top virus (PMTV), Pseudomonas spp., 

Streptomyces spp., Alternaria spp., Fusarium spp., Phytophthora spp. and Rhizoctonia solani among 

others (Hardy, 1996). More of these pathogens could be included in only one assay. In theory the 

Luminex xTAG technology would allow the simultaneous detection and distinction of 500 targets with 

the supplied 500 distinct microspheres and their specific anti-tags. But in practice this will not be 

realizable, because of the described multiplexing limits of RT-PCRs concerning annealing temperature, 

cross interactions and unspecific amplification. Also the test volume is restricted and will not allow such 

a high number of beads and associated primers.  
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An even greater multiplexing capacity is possible with the nucleic acid spot hybridization (NASH) 

microarrays, which allow the analysis of up to several thousand targets (Severgnini et al., 2011). The 

12 foodborne human pathogenic bacteria V. parahaemolyticus, Vibrio fluvialis, C. jejuni, Proteus spp., 

Yersinia enterocolitica, L. monocytogenes, E. coli, Shigella spp., Salmonella spp., Enterococcus 

faecalis, S. aureus and Streptococcus spp. were identified and differentiated with this method (Huang et 

al., 2014). Microarrays are described as slower and less sensitive than other methods. They furthermore 

lack the potential for high throughput testing (Boonham et al., 2007). Additionally, complicated and 

inflexible preparation of biochips are required as well as expensive laboratory equipment for analysis. 

A combination of these factors has prevented laboratories from adopting microarrays for routine 

diagnostics.   

For tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) the highest number of combinable xTAG tests already exists. From 

this work the assay could include the tests for tospoviruses in general, for the Tospovirus species TSWV, 

INSV and CaCV as well as for CMV. A generic begomovirus test, a specific Tomato yellow leaf curl 

virus (TYLCV) test and tests for the pospiviroids Tomato apical stunt viroid (TASVd), Tomato chlorotic 

dwarf viroid (TCDVd) and Tomato planta macho viroid (TPMVd) could be added from van Brunschot 

et al. (2014a; 2014b). Further developed tests could cover some of the 136 viruses infecting tomato 

(Hanssen et al., 2010) and bacteria like C. michiganensis, Pseudomonas syringae, Xanthomonas 

campestris, Pectobacterium carotovorum and R. solanacearum as well as fungi and oomycetes like 

Alternaria spp., Fusarium oxysporum, Pythium spp., Phytophthora spp. and R. solani among others 

(Paret et al., 2015).   

The Luminex xTAG technology is connected with relatively high costs for equipment and chemicals 

(Luminex instruments, MagPlex-Tag Microspheres and enzymes), which are comparable to those of 

multiplex qPCR. The multiplexing potential of the xTAG technology can greatly reduce time- and labor-

input though. So this technology can be interesting, especially for high throughput testing in routine 

laboratories. 

Nevertheless, the generic primers for CMV and tospoviruses as well as the CMV subgroup and 

Tospovirus species specific primers of this study (without their tags) were proven to function in normal 

RT-PCRs. The CMV generic and subgroup specific primers covered all 29 tested CMV isolates. They 

can be used for reliably CMV detection and subgroup distinction. The generic Tospovirus primers 

detected all eight investigated Tospovirus species TSWV, CaCV, INSV, IYSV, WSMoV, ANSV, TCSV 

and GRSV. For INSV and TSWV three isolates each were covered. This is one of the best coverages of 

tospoviral species achieved by a single primer pair (compare with Table 4 in Hassani-Mehraban et al., 

2016). Chen et al. (2012) developed two primer pairs covering 12 species. One of their primers 

(gM870c) overlaps with the Tospo_GENas primer of this study. As the Tospo_GENas primer is more 

degenerated it possibly also covers the tospoviral species Groundnut bud necrosis virus (GBNV), Calla 

lily chlorotic spot virus (CCSV), MYSV, Watermelon bud necrosis virus (WBNV) and Tomato yellow 

ring virus (TYRV) that are included in amplification with the gM870c primer by Chen et al. (2012). It 

could be investigated if RNA of these and further species is amplified by the generic primer pair of this 

study. The five specific primer pairs for TSWV, CaCV, INSV, IYSV and WSMoV reliably worked for 

these single species. Three isolates each of INSV and TSWV were covered. Further isolates of the five 

species could be tested to check if they are also included. The species specific primers cannot be applied 

in multiplex RT-PCRs, because the CaCV, INSV, IYSV and WSMoV specific primers amplify 

fragments of the same size. Only the fragments of the TSWV specific primers and of the generic 
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Tospovirus primers can be distinguished from these amplicons. For a multiplex RT-PCR of the five 

tospoviruses TSWV, INSV, IYSV, CaCV and Chrysanthemum stem necrosis virus (CSNV) the reader 

is referred to Kuwabara et al. (2010).  

This study also describes a RFLP analysis for distinction of Tospovirus species. Tospoviral RNA is first 

transcribed and amplified in an RT-PCR with primers Tospo_GENs/as and then digested with the 

restriction enzymes HinfI and BclI leading to distinguishable fragments for the five species CaCV, 

IYSV, INSV, TCSV and WSMoV. The three species ANSV, GRSV and TSWV have similarly sized 

fragments and can be differentiated from the other five tospoviruses but not from each other. Similarly, 

the five tospoviruses TSWV, GRSV, INSV, WSMoV and Peanut chlorotic fan-spot virus (PCFV) have 

been distinguished by RFLP using primers binding to segment L and the restriction enzyme XbaI (Chu 

et al., 2001).  

In addition to the developed detection method for CMV and tospoviruses based on the Luminex xTAG 

technology, this study further characterized CMV. Twenty-nine isolates obtained from the DSMZ were 

investigated. All infected Nicotiana benthamiana plants. Their subgrouping was determined by a 

subgroup specific ELISA, by sequencing of the CP gene and by the subgroup specific Luminex test. 

The CP genes were also cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector for further experiments. The ELISA and 

the Luminex test allowed classification into subgroup I and II, while the CP gene sequences enabled a 

further classification of subgroup I isolates into subgroup IA and IB. According to all three methods the 

same nine isolates belonged to subgroup II and 20 isolates to subgroup I. The Luminex test failed to 

classify one isolate and the ELISA two isolates belonging to subgroup I according to the CP gene 

sequences. Of the subgroup I isolates nine could be further classified into subgroup IA and eleven into 

subgroup IB. Most of the subgroup I isolates caused symptoms on N. benthamiana except for the two 

isolates PV-0185 and PV-0189 that also did not react in the ELISA. Both isolates have an amino acid 

substitution in their CP that might render them symptomless and might prevent binding of the subgroup 

I specific antibodies (see above). Most of the subgroup II isolates were symptomless except for isolate 

PV-0418, which was inconspicuous apart from causing symptoms on N. benthamiana. The subgroup II 

strains and isolates are generally regarded to be less virulent and to cause milder symptoms (Carrère et 

al., 1999; Mochizuki and Ohki, 2012). Subgrouping of the isolates according to all three methods is 

incomplete though, as they only act on the CP gene located on RNA3 or on the encoded CP protein. The 

three RNAs of CMV can have independent evolutionary histories generated by reassortment or 

recombination between CMV strains and also with other Cucumovirus species (Bonnet et al., 2005; 

Nouri et al., 2014; Roossinck, 2002; White et al., 1995). This implies that RNA1, RNA2 and even parts 

of RNA3 can be from different subgroups than the CP gene. The complete genome consisting of the 

three RNAs would have to be sequenced to determine the subgroup origin of all RNAs. But serology 

and CP gene sequences are generally consulted for subgrouping (Rasoulpour et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 

2015).  

Four of the isolates belonging to all three subgroups according to the methods described above and 

causing different severe symptoms on N. benthamiana were further investigated. The isolate PV-0184 

belonging to subgroup II was infectious without producing symptoms, while the other three isolates 

generated strong symptoms: PV-0506 of subgroup IB stunted growth, PV-0474 of subgroup IB 

shoestring-like deformed leaves and PV-0036 of subgroup IA severe chlorosis. Full-length clones of 

these four isolates were created and the sequences of their genomic RNAs determined. Phylogenetic 

analysis of sequence data confirmed the subgrouping according to CP gene sequences alone. So no 
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reassortment and recombination events between subgroups were observed for these isolates. The full-

length clones were infectious in N. benthamiana and either induced the same symptoms or were 

symptomless as the original isolates. So an effect of satellite RNAs aggravating or attenuating the 

symptomatology (Piazzolla et al., 1998) of the four isolates can be excluded. As the environmental 

conditions and the host plants were the same for the isolates, the different symptomatologies are 

determined by their genomic RNAs. All three RNAs have been described to determine the 

symptomatology of CMV strains on different host plants (Shintaku et al., 1992; Ding et al., 1994; Diveki 

et al., 2004).  

Pseudorecombinants of the four full-length clones were generated to localize the determinants for the 

different symptoms caused by the isolates on N. benthamiana. They are denoted with a three number 

code after the isolate background of their RNA1 (1st number), RNA2 (2nd number) and RNA3 (3rd 

number) with “1” standing for isolate PV-0184, “3” for PV-0036, “4” for PV-0474 and “5” for PV-0506. 

As an example the pseudorecombinant named 511 consisted of RNA1 from PV-0506 and both RNA2 

as well as RNA3 from PV-0184 (see Part 3 Table 3.3). All established pseudorecombinants were 

infectious. The three combinations containing either RNA1, RNA2 or RNA3 of PV-0036 and the 

remaining two RNAs of PV-0184 induced severe chlorosis just like isolate PV-0036. So all three RNAs 

of this isolate seem to trigger these symptoms. This contradicts to earlier findings that a single amino 

acid at position 129 of the CP encoded on RNA3 is responsible for chlorosis in Nicotiana spp. (Shintaku 

et al., 1992; Shintaku, 1991). The three combinations of PV-0506 and PV-0184 induced only mild 

mosaic symptoms (511 and 151) or no symptoms at all (115) on N. benthamiana. The stunted growth 

phenotype was not induced. So not a single RNA of PV-0506 is responsible for it, but a combination of 

two or even all three RNAs. Further pseudorecombinants could be generated containing two RNAs of 

PV-0506 and only one RNA of PV-0184 to investigate this. Only mild mosaic symptoms were caused 

by the two combinations 141 and 114 of PV-0474 and PV-0184 RNAs. Like isolate PV-0474 the 

pseudorecombinant 411 induced strong symptoms of shoestring-like deformed leaves on 

N. benthamiana implying that this phenotype is determined by RNA1 of PV-0474. Diveki et al. (2004) 

have localized the determinant for necrotic lesion symptoms caused by CMV Ns isolate on Nicotiana 

spp. to amino acid position 461 of the 1a protein supporting the findings of this study. A semi-

quantitative ELISA comparing virus titers of the different isolates and pseudorecombinants excluded 

the higher virus titer alone from being the cause for the severe symptoms of isolate PV-0474. The 

pseudorecombinants 411 and 144 had similar ELISA readings, which means that their virus titers were 

comparable. Pseudorecombinant 411 caused severe symptoms while pseudorecombinant 144 was 

symptomless. So a higher replication rate induced by a more efficient 1a protein of PV-0474 leading to 

higher virus titers was not causing the severe symptoms of this isolate and pseudorecombinant 411. 

Other characteristics of RNA1, its encoded 1a protein and their interactions with plant metabolism 

determine these strong symptoms. A number of amino acid substitutions between the 1a proteins of the 

isolates were identified by alignments and pairwise comparisons. The 1a protein of PV-0474 and PV-

0506 is very similar only differing in 16 from 994 amino acids. Isolates PV-0474 and PV-0036 differ in 

28 amino acids of the 1a protein while isolates PV-0474 and PV-0184 have 148 different amino acids 

in their 1a protein. The amino acid substitutions are evenly distributed over the 1a protein. There are no 

regions with clustered substitutions. Some of 16 amino acids differing between the 1a protein of PV-

0506 and PV-0474 seem to be responsible for the leaf deformations caused by PV-0474 on 

N. benthamiana and could be investigated in further experiments. 
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The full-length clones and pseudorecombinants of the four isolates were also tested on the additional 

host plant Cucumis sativus. Five cultivars of this plant species were investigated. Because the three 

cultivars Darina, Bimbostar F1 and Picolino showed efficient resistances and only single plants were 

systemically infected by isolate PV-0506 alone, the two remaining susceptible cultivars 

Vorgebirgstrauben and Delikatess were used for further experiments. The three isolates PV-0506, 

PV-0474 and PV-0036 caused mosaic symptoms, while isolate PV-0184 was not systemically 

infectious. All created pseudorecombinants of the four full-length clones were systemically infectious. 

All combinations of PV-0036 and PV-0184 induced mosaic symptoms. So all three RNAs of PV-0036 

can trigger these symptoms. For isolate PV-0506 the determinant for mosaic symptoms was located on 

RNA3, because only the pseudorecombinant 115 induced these symptoms while the other two 

pseudorecombinants were symptomless. The pseudorecombinants 411 and 114 of isolates PV-0474 and 

PV-0184 caused mosaic symptoms while pseudorecombinant 141 was symptomless implying that 

RNA1 and RNA3 are responsible for symptomatology of isolate PV-0474. 

The results demonstrate that symptom determinants differ for virus isolates and host species. No 

significant impact of RNA2 on symptomatology of the four investigated isolates was found in 

N. benthamiana and C. sativus, although RNA2 of CMV isolate Fny was described in literature as 

determining leaf distortion and stunting in N. benthamiana (Phan et al., 2014). 

This work has established tests for CMV and tospoviruses based on the Luminex xTAG technology. 

They were compared with the standard procedures ELISA, RT-PCR and RFLP and found to be reliable 

for virus detection and distinction. After some adaptations the tests can be incorporated into broader 

assays for the simultaneous diagnosis of several plant pathogens expected in certain crops. This is an 

advantage the technique offers for routine diagnostics, but before adoption it will have to prove its 

reliability in high-throughput multiplex testing. This work additionally delivered four infectious full-

length clones of CMV isolates from different subgroups with varying symptomatology, which can be 

helpful for further characterization of CMV. They can be used to study the determinants for 

symptomatology and also infectivity on different host plants. Functions of proteins and relevant protein 

domains can be specified through mutational studies with the full-length clones.  
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7  Abbreviations 
 

%   percent 

AGO   Argonaute 

ANSV   Alstroemeria necrotic streak virus 

AYSV    Alstroemeria yellow spot virus 

bp   basepair(s) 

BeNMV or BNMV Bean necrotic mosaic virus 

blastn   Basic Local Alignment Search Tool for nucleotides 

°C   degree Celsius 

CaCV   Capsicum chlorosis virus 

CCSV   Calla lily chlorotic spot virus 

cDNA   complementary DNA 

ChiVMV   Chilli veinal mottle virus 

CLBV    Citrus leaf blotch virus 

CMV   Cucumber mosaic virus 

CP   coat protein  

CPsV   Citrus psorosis virus 

C. jejuni  Campylobacter jejuni 

C. michiganensis  Clavibacter michiganensis 

C. sativus  Cucumis sativus 

CSNV   Chrysanthemum stem necrosis virus 

Ct   threshold cycle 

CTV   Citrus tristeza virus 

DAS-ELISA  Double Antibody Sandwich-ELISA 

dATP   deoxyadenosine triphosphate 

dCTP   deoxycytidine triphosphate 

dGTP   deoxyguanosine triphosphate 

DIECA   Diethyldithiocarbamate sodium 

DNA   deoxyribonucleic acid 

dsDNA/RNA  double-stranded DNA/RNA 

DSMZ   Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell 

   Cultures 

dTTP   deoxythymidine triphosphate 

E. coli   Escherichia coli 

EDTA   Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

ELISA   enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

EPPO   European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization 

F. fusca, etc.  Frankliniella fusca, etc. 

Fig.    figure 

GBNV   Groundnut bud necrosis virus 

Gc   glycoprotein (C terminal) 

GCFSV  Groundnut chlorotic fan-spot virus  
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Gn   glycoprotein (N terminal) 

GRSV   Groundnut ringspot virus 

GYSV    Groundnut yellow spot virus 

hCG   human chorionic gonadotropin 

HCRV   Hippeastrum chlorotic ringspot virus 

HDA   helicase dependent amplification 

INSV   Impatiens necrotic spot virus 

IYSV   Iris yellow spot virus 

kb   kilobasepair(s) 

kD   kilodalton 

kV   kilovolt 

LAMP   loop-mediated isothermal amplification  

LB   lysogeny broth 

LED   light-emitting diode 

LFA   lateral flow assay 

LFB    lateral flow biosensor 

LFD   lateral flow device 

LFS    lateral flow strip 

LFT    lateral flow test 

L.monocytogenes Listeria monocytogenes 

LMoV   Lily mottle virus 

LNRV    Lisianthus necrotic ringspot virus 

LOX   lipoxygenase 

LSV   Lily symptomless virus 

M   molar 

MFI   median fluorescence intensity 

min   minute(s) 

mM   millimolar 

MP   movement protein 

mRNA   messenger RNA 

MSMV   Melon severe mosaic virus 

MVBaV  Mulberry vein banding-associated virus 

MYSV   Melon yellow spot virus 

Nad5   mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase subunit 5 

NASBA  nucleic acid sequence based amplification 

NASH    Nucleic acid spot hybridization 

N. benthamiana  Nicotiana benthamiana 

NCBI    National Center for Biotechnology Information 

NGS   next-generation sequencing  

nm   nanometer 

N protein  nucleoprotein  

ORF   open reading frame 

PBST   phosphate buffered saline Tween-20 

PCFV   Peanut chlorotic fan-spot virus 
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PCSV   Pepper chlorotic spot virus 

PCR   polymerase chain reaction 

pH   potential hydrogen 

PhySMV  Physalis severe mottle virus 

PLRV   Potato leafroll virus 

PMTV   Potato mop-top virus 

PNSV   Pepper necrotic spot virus 

PolRSV  Polygonum ringspot virus 

PPV   Plum pox virus 

PSTVd   Potato spindle tuber viroid 

PSV   Peanut stunt virus 

PVA    Potato virus A 

PVM    Potato virus M 

PVS   Potato virus S 

PVX    Potato virus X 

PVY   Potato virus Y 

qPCR   quantitative PCR 

RCA   rolling circle amplification  

RdRp   RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

RFLP   restriction fragment length polymorphism 

RISC   RNA-induced silencing complexes 

RNA   ribonucleic acid 

RPA   recombinase polymerase amplification  

rpm   rounds per minute 

R. solanacearum Ralstonia solanacearum 

RT-PCR  reverse transcription PCR 

s   second(s) 

S. aureus  Staphylococcus aureus 

S. enterica  Salmonella enterica 

S. lycopersicum  Solanum lycopersicum 

S. tuberosum  Solanum tuberosum 

SMV   Soybean mosaic virus 

sp.   species 

spp.   species pluralis 

SVNaV   Soybean vein necrosis-associated virus 

SVNV   Soybean vein necrosis virus 

TAS-ELISA  Triple Antibody Sandwich-ELISA 

TASVd   Tomato apical stunt viroid 

TCDVd  Tomato chlorotic dwarf viroid 

TCSV   Tomato chlorotic spot virus 

TMV   Tobacco mosaic virus 

TNeV   Tomato necrosis virus 

TNRV   Tomato necrotic ringspot virus 

TNSV   Tomato necrotic spot virus 
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TPMVd  Tomato planta macho viroid 

tRNA   transfer RNA 

TSPE   target specific primer extension 

TSWV   Tomato spotted wilt virus 

T. tabaci, etc.  Thrips tabaci, etc. 

TYLCV   Tomato yellow leaf curl virus 

TYRV   Tomato yellow ring virus 

TZSV   Tomato zonate spot virus 

U   unit(s) 

V. parahaemolyticus Vibrio parahaemolyticus 

V. vulnificus  Vibrio vulnificus 

WBNV   Watermelon bud necrosis virus 

WSMoV  Watermelon silver mottle virus 

µM   micromolar 

µl   microliter 

ZLCV   Zucchini lethal chlorosis virus 
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8  Addendum 
 

 

Fig. 8.1 Vector map of pDIVA (accession number KX665539). 

 

Table 8.1 Characteristics of pDIVA vector.  
Feature Description Position 
Replication Origin  1-630 
NptIII Aminoglycoside resistance 842-1636 
TrfA Plasmid replication initiator protein 1935-3083 
T-DNA right border  3130-3299 
35S promoter Cauliflower mosaic virus 35S RNA promoter 3330-3754 
Gibson assembly insertion site Insertion site for cloned virus RNAs 3755 
HDVagrz Hepatitis delta virus antigenomic “core” ribozyme 3755-3839 
35 bp spacer  3840-3874 
pA35S Cauliflower mosaic virus 35S RNA terminator 3875-4079 
T-DNA left border  4153-4309 
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